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Abstract. We study the statistical properties of piecewise expanding maps in

the general setting of metric measure spaces. We provide sufficient conditions
for exponential mixing of such systems with explicit estimates on the constants.

We also provide sufficient conditions for the existence of inducing schemes

where the base transformation is Gibbs-Markov and the return times have
exponential tails. Such structures can then be used to deduce finer statistical

properties.

1. Introduction

In the study of chaotic phenomena, piecewise expanding maps play an impor-
tant role. Besides being used directly as mathematical models of observed chaotic
phenomena, they very often arise in the analysis of other mathematical models,
mainly those with “some” hyperbolicity.

The study of piecewise expanding maps has a long history which we will tend to
only briefly and selectively based on their relevance to the current work. Most of the
earlier results dealt with the existence of absolutely continuous invariant probability
measures (ACIPs) for maps of the unit interval. One of the first major results in this
direction was obtained by Lasota and Yorke [25] who set up a functional analytic
framework and showed that piecewise C 2 expanding maps of the unit interval (with
a finite partition of monotonicity) admit finitely many ACIPs. Later, using a similar
point of view, several authors proved the existence of ACIPs for multi-dimensional
piecewise expanding maps under various extra assumptions [23, 19, 1, 31, 11, 15,
32, 29]. The study of piecewise expanding maps in higher dimensions is much
more subtle than in dimension one because the geometry of the space and the
discontinuities all of a sudden play an important role in the statistical properties of
the system. The setting of this paper is more general, hence we also need to deal
with such difficulties (and more).

The functional analytic point of view used in the works cited above has proven
to be quite fruitful. Strong results on the statistical properties can be obtained
once one constructs proper Banach spaces on which to study the spectrum of the
transfer operator associated to the dynamical system. However, besides the fact
that our setting is considerably more general and that there is no obvious choice of
a Banach space adapted to maps on metric spaces, this approach does not lead to
explicit estimates in exponential mixing. For example one cannot explicitly estimate
the time it takes for an initial density to be within distance 1/2 of the invariant
density – the 1/2-mixing time. These constants depend on the intrinsic properties
of the dynamical system, hence estimating them explicitly requires much better
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quantitative understanding of the obstructions to fast mixing. In particular, the
relevant properties must first be extracted and properly quantified. In this article
we identify such properties and we use a different approach, that of coupling, in
order to obtain explicit estimates of constants that lead to the estimate of mixing
times. We also provide an alternative approach for obtaining statistical properties
of the system if one is not interested in explicit constants.

Before we comment on the alternative approach, let us briefly comment on our
hypotheses and why they are essentially necessary. Our assumption (1) is on uni-
form (local) expansion. Without this assumption, we are out of the context of
piecewise expanding maps, so there is nothing to discuss unless some expansion is
present and we can first harvest it by some inducing procedure.

Assumption (2) is only a weak regularity condition expressed through the log-
Hölder regularity of the Jacobian of the map (2.1). It may be possible to slightly
weaken this condition, but even in the setting of interval maps, it is well-known
[22] that C 1 regularity of the map (piecewise), is not sufficient for the existence of
ACIP’s.

Assumption (3) is a condition that prevents the measure to pile up near singu-
larities. If the boundaries of the pieces on which the map is defined are considered
as discontinuities, (3) can be thought of as a condition on the amount of cutting
by discontinuities versus the amount of expansion of the map. It has been shown
[33, 35, 9] that in some cases high regularity of the map makes up for the need
for such an assumption, but in general this assumption is necessary for piecewise
expanding maps in dimensions higher than one. For counter-examples when this
condition fails we refer the reader to [34, 10]. Note that our assumption (3) is
weaker than the usual assumption in comparable works [12, 6] yet we show that
the system enjoys good statistical properties under (3). Let us also point out that
we allow for our piecewise expanding map to have a countably infinite partition and
the space to be non-compact. For maps defined on a countably infinite partition,
Rychlik [30] obtained some results for interval maps (using the functional analytic
approach), Alves [2] extended the multidimensional result of [19] to a countably
infinite partition, and in the non-compact setting Bugiel [8] and Lenci [26] have
studied Markov maps of Rd. The method of this paper also allows one to treat
non-Markov maps of Rd, which I believe have not been studied before. Indeed, we
provide an example of a non-Markov map of R that fits into our framework.

Assumption (4) is one that is required by our methods because it allows us to
study the system locally. It is an assumption on the space in addition to being an
assumption on the map and it is satisfied automatically in very general situations
for example when the space is a bounded, measurable subset of Rn and the map
satisfies conditions (1) and (2).

Assumption (5), named “positively linked” is only required if one is interested
in explicit constants. It basically says that, at a certain fixed scale, all parts of
the space communicate with each other under iterations of the map. In dimension
one we show how to check this condition by hand, but in higher dimensions it is
more difficult and it may be more feasible to check it by developing a computer
algorithm. In any case, a condition of this form is necessary and unavoidable for
estimating the mixing time of a system.

Results on the rate of mixing for multi-dimensional maps, which also provide
explicit estimates on the constants are rare. Saussol [31] obtains such explicit esti-
mates via the approach of Liverani [27] using Hilbert metric contraction; however,
in his setting the space is a compact subset of Rd and he makes assumptions in-
volving the ACIP of the system in order to obtain exponential mixing. We do not
make any assumptions on the ACIP of the system (in general one may not have
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this information a priori). As far as the method of Hilbert metric contraction is
concerned, we will comment on its relation to coupling later in this work.

For the reader who does not care about explicit estimates of constants, we pro-
vide various sufficient conditions that lead to powerful inducing schemes that in
turn lead to many other statistical properties such as the central limit theorem,
large deviations, Berry-Esseen theorem, almost sure invariance principle, law of
iterated logarithm, etc. Moreover, such inducing schemes can be combined with
other inducing schemes to provide similar information about systems that are not
initially piecewise expanding, but can be “induced” to a piecewise expanding map
as mentioned earlier.

In my knowledge there are no papers in which general piecewise expanding maps
are shown to admit an inducing scheme with exponential tails, not even if the setting
of this paper is restricted to maps of the unit interval. The paper [4] (inspired
by [3]) provides some conditions under which an inducing scheme with stretched -
exponential tails can be obtained; but, for maps with discontinuities, in order to
check those conditions, it is necessary (but not nearly sufficient) to do an analysis
similar to what is done in this paper.

Finally one motivation for the current work is to eventually prove exponential
mixing for certain multi-dimensional chaotic billiards. At the moment there is
not even one example of a multi-dimensional chaotic billiard for which exponential
mixing is proven. The issue in such systems is known to be the complexity growth of
singularities. For a recent survey on the difficulties associated to multi-dimensional
billiards we refer the reader to [36]. As pointed out in the last paragraph of section
4.1 of [36], studying piecewise expanding maps can provide valuable intuition on
the complexity issue for billiards. Here we show that this issue is resolvable for
piecewise expanding map with very general discontinuities (even in the presence of
anisotropy of expansion in different directions) providing some hope for progress
on the problem of exponential mixing for multi-dimensional billiards.

The essential ingredients of this article are standard families (introduced and de-
veloped by D. Dolgopyat and N. Chernov) and the method of coupling (introduced
to dynamical systems by L.-S. Young). Both ingredients have been used in various
setting by various authors [37, 12, 7, 38, 13, 28, 5, 24], but here they are used in a
different way and in a manner more similar to [16].

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the assumptions
on our dynamical system. Such assumptions were formulated with applications in
mind and designed so that they are checkable by considering only finitely many
iterates of the map. In Section 3 we define standard pairs and standard families
and state our main results on exponential mixing with explicit constants. In section
Section 4 we define the iteration of standard families. In Section 5 we show their
invariance under the dynamics and prove the “Growth Lemma”. In Section 6 we
describe the coupling of standard families and prove our main theorem. In Section 7,
under additional assumptions to those of Section 2, we construct several inducing
schemes (Proposition 3, Proposition 4 and Proposition 5) that can be used to deduce
various statistical properties of the system under study. The remaining sections are
devoted to examples in which we justify that our assumptions are checkable. There
is not much that is special about our examples and similar ideas can be applied to
check our assumptions for more complicated examples.

2. Setting

Let (X,d) be a metric space, B the Borel sigma-algebra and m a sigma-finite
measure on the measurable space (X,B). We assume that ∃ε1 > 0 s.t. ∀ε < ε1

∃Cball(ε) > 0 s.t. for every open ball B of diamB ≤ ε, m(B) ≤ Cball(ε).
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We consider a non-singular piecewise invertible map T on X with respect to
the countable partition P = {Oh}h∈H of open subsets of X. This means that
m(X \

⋃
h∈HOh) = 0 and the restrictions T : Oh → T (Oh) and their inverse are

non-singular (i.e. ∀h ∈ H, (T |Oh)∗(m|Oh) is equivalent to m|TOh) homeomorphisms
of Oh onto T (Oh). It is notationally convenient to use h to also denote an inverse
branch of T and use H to denote the set of inverse branches of T . Accordingly,
we denote the set of inverse branches of Tn, n ∈ N, by Hn and the corresponding
partition by Pn. We write Jh for the Radon-Nikodym derivative d(m ◦ h)/dm.

We make the following assumptions on our dynamical system.

(1) Uniform expansion: For every h ∈ H and ε > 0, denote

Λh(ε) = sup
{x,y∈T (Oh):d(x,y)≤ε}

d(h(x), h(y))

d(x, y)
.

There exist ε2 > 0 and Λ ∈ (0, 1) such that for every h ∈ H, Λh(ε2) ≤ Λ < 1. Set
Λh := Λh(ε2). Note that for h ∈ Hn, we can define Λh using Tn and it is easy to
verify that for all h ∈ Hn, Λh(ε2) ≤ Λn < 1.

(2) Bounded distortion: There exist α ∈ (0, 1], D̃ ≥ 0 and ε3 > 0 such that
∀h ∈ H, ∀x, y ∈ T (Oh) satisfying d(x, y) ≤ ε3, holds

Jh(x) ≤ eD̃d(x,y)αJh(y). (2.1)

Let D = D̃/(1 − Λα). As a consequence of uniform expansion, (2.1) holds for

h ∈ Hn uniformly for all n ∈ N with D instead of D̃.

Definition 1. (ε-boundary) For a set A ⊂ X, let ∂εA = {x ∈ A : d(x, ∂A) < ε},
where ∂A = clA ∩ cl(X \ A) is1 the topological boundary of A as a subset of X.
We define ∂εA = ∅ if ∂A = ∅. It is important to note that ∂εA is always a subset
of A.

Remark 1. The notion of topological boundary of a set depends on the ambient
space (in addition to its topology). Sometimes it may be helpful to consider the
boundary of a set with respect to a larger ambient space. For example if A ⊂ X ⊂
R2, one could consider the boundary of A as a subset of R2 instead of X. Checking
the assumptions with this notion of boundary will lead to the theorem with the
same notion of boundary.

Fix a0 > D/(1− Λα) = D̃/(1− Λα)2.

(3) Dynamical complexity: There exist n0 ∈ N, ε4 > 0 and 0 ≤ σ < Λ−n0 − 1
such that for every open set I, diam I ≤ ε4, for every ε < ε4,

∑
{h∈Hn0 ,m(I∩Oh)>0}

m(h(∂εT
n0(I ∩Oh)) \ ∂Λn0εI)

m(∂Λn0εI)
≤ σ < Λ−n0 − 1. (2.2)

Moreover, there exists a constant C̄ < ∞ such that for every integer 1 ≤ r < n0,
for every ε < ε4, ∑

{h∈Hr,m(I∩Oh)>0}

m(h(∂εT
r(I ∩Oh)) \ ∂ΛrεI)

m(∂ΛrεI)
≤ C̄. (2.3)

We refer to the expression on the left-hand side of (2.2) as the complexity expression.

Remark 2. This condition may seem difficult to verify at first sight because it
requires (2.2) to be checked for every small open set I. However, in many situations
of interest it can be verified, for example if X is an open subset of Rd with the

1Throughout the paper clA denotes closure of the set A in the topology of (X,d).
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d = Euclidean metric from Rd, m = Lebesgue measure, the boundaries of Oh are
finite unions of sufficiently smooth (d − 1)-dimensional manifolds, and T satisfies
conditions (1) and (2) (see [5, Sublemma C.1], the proof of which was sketched in
[12]). We will also check this condition for several examples in sections 8, 9 and 10.

Remark 3. Often one can check (2.2) for n0 = 1 in which case there is no need to
check (2.3).

Remark 4. Suppose h ∈ H and T |Oh : Oh → TOh has an extension T̄h : clOh →
clTOh that is invertible, its inverse h̄ satisfies condition (1) and ∂(TOh) ⊂ T̄h(∂Oh).
Then if A ⊂ Oh, we have ∀ε < ε2,

h(∂εTA) = h{y ∈ T (A) : d(y, ∂(TA) < ε}
⊂ {x ∈ A : d(Tx, T̄h(∂A)) < ε}
⊂ {x ∈ A : d(x, ∂A) < Λhε} = ∂Λhε(A).

This is a simple but useful fact to keep in mind when checking (2.2).

Definition 2. We say that {Aj}j is a (mod 0)-partition of A into open sets if {Aj}j
is countable, its elements are pairwise disjoint, each Aj is open and of positive m-
measure, and m(A \

⋃
j∈NAj) = 0.

Fix ε0 ≤ min{ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4} so that σ < e−a0ε
α
0 (Λ−n0 − 1).

(4) Divisibility of large sets: There exist η < 1 and Cε0 > 0 such that for every
open set I with diam I ≤ ε0, every h ∈ H s.t. m(I ∩Oh) > 0, diamT (I ∩Oh) > ε0

and any set V∗ ⊂ T (I ∩ Oh) of diamV∗ ≤ ηε0, there exists a (mod 0)-partition
{U`}`∈U of V := T (I ∩Oh) into open sets such that diamU` ≤ ε0 ∀` ∈ U , V∗ ⊂ U`
for some ` ∈ U , and∑

`∈U m(h(∂εU` \ ∂εV ))

m(h(V ))
≤ Cε0ε, for every ε < ε0. (2.4)

Remark 5. As a consequence of bounded distortion, if this condition holds, then it
holds for all iterates Tn, n ∈ N.

Note that diam(h(V )) = diam(I ∩Oh) ≤ ε0 ensures that m(h(V )) <∞ and we
can write ∑

`∈U m(h(∂εU` \ ∂εV ))

m(h(V ))
=

∑
`∈U m(h(∂εU` \ ∂εV ))∑

`∈U m(h(U`))

≤ max
`∈U

{
supU` Jh

infU` Jh

m(∂εU` \ ∂εV )

m(U`)

}
≤ eDε

α
0 max
`∈U

{
m(∂εU` \ ∂εV )

m(U`)

}
,

where the last inequality holds by distortion bound if all U` have diameter less
than ε0. In dimension one (X ⊂ R, m = Lebesgue), when V is any open interval
(possibly unbounded) it is easy to partition V , mod 0, into open intervals {U`}
such that ∀`, ε0/3 < m(U`) ≤ ε0 and that m(∂εU` \ ∂εV ) ≤ 2ε. Moreover, if an
open set V∗ ⊂ V of diameter ≤ ε0/3 is specified in advance, it is easy to ensure
that it is contained in one of the partition elements U`∗ ∈ {U`}. This gives the
estimate ≤ eDε

α
0 6ε−1

0 ε for (2.4). So we can take η = 1/3 and Cε0 = eDε
α
0 6ε−1

0 to
satisfy condition (4).

Suppose X is a bounded measurable subset of Rd, m = Lebesgue and T satisfies
(1) and a slightly stronger bounded distortion condition where (2.1) is satisfied for
all h ∈ H and x, y ∈ TOh. In this setting, we claim that (4) holds with

η = 1/6, Cε0 = eD diam(X)α6d3/2 · ε−1
0 ,
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and {U`} a family of sets formed by intersecting V with a grid of cubes of side-

length ε0/(3
√
d). Indeed, following [12, Proof of Theorem 2.1] and [5, p. 1349], let

ε′0 = ε0/(3
√
d) and given 0 ≤ ai < ε′0, i = 1, . . . , d, consider the (d−1)-dimensional

families of hyperplanes:

Lai = {(x1, . . . , xi, ai + niε
′
0, xi+1, . . . , xd−1)|ni ∈ Z}.

Denote the (d − 1)-dimensional volume of V ∩ Lai by Aai . By Fubini theorem,∫ ε′0
0
Aai dai = m(V ). Therefore, ∃a′i such that Aa′i ≤m(V )/ε′0. Let L = ∪iL′ai and

denote the total (d − 1)-dimensional volume of L ∩ V by A. Let S = {S`}`∈U be
the collection of cubes of the grid formed by L that intersect V . Let U` = S` ∩ V ,
∀` ∈ U . Then we have

m(∪`∈U (∂εU` \ ∂εV )) ≤ 2εA ≤ 2εdm(V )/ε′0 = 6d3/2m(V ).

Now (2.1) follows by using the distortion bound. Finally, suppose diamV∗ < ε0/6.
Let `′ ∈ U be such that S`′ ∩ V∗ 6= ∅. Then V∗ is covered by S`′ and the 2d + 2d
elements of S that share a face or a vertex with the cube S`′ . Denote them by

{S`j}2
d+2d+1
j=1 . Let U`∗ = ∪2d+2d+1

j=1 U`j . This is a set of diameter ≤ 3(ε0/3) ≤ ε0.

In the collection {U`}, replace the elements {U`j}2
d+2d+1
j=1 with the set U`∗ . Then

V∗ ⊂ U`∗ , diamU`∗ ≤ ε0 and condition (4) is satisfied.

Remark 6. The Growth Lemma (Lemma 3) as well as its corollaries (Corollary 2
and Proposition 1) may be of interest even if one is not interested in coupling, so it is
worth pointing out that conditions (1)-(3) and a simplified version of (4) (namely,
the version obtained by removing every statement about V∗) suffice to establish
Lemma 3 and its corollaries. In Section 10 we show how to check conditions (1)-
(4) for a two-dimensional example.

Remark 7. Our assumptions (1)-(4) imply the Growth Lemma which in turn im-
plies that if I is an open set satisfying m(I) > 0, diam I ≤ ε0 and supε>0 ε

−1m(∂εI) <
∞, then for all n ∈ N sufficiently large and ∀ε < ε0 holds

m

({
x ∈ I : Tnx ∈

⋃
h∈Hn

∂ε (I ∩Oh)

})
≤ B0ε

q, (2.5)

with q = 1. However, as pointed out in [14], one may be interested in examples
where the above statement is true only with some q > 0 strictly less than one.
There are ways to weaken conditions (3) and (4) in the spirit of arguments in [14]
so that the framework of this paper is applicable to examples in which (2.5) holds
with q ∈ (0, 1), but we do not pursue this path here.

Let ζ1 = ea0ε
α
0 Cε0 , ϑ1 := Λn0(1+ea0ε

α
0 σ), ζ2 = ζ1(1−ϑ1)−1, ζ3 = (1+C̄) (except

if n0 = 1, set ζ3 = 1), ζ4 = 1 + ζ2ζ3 (except if n0 = 1 set ζ4 = ζ2).

Let ϑ2 = ϑ
1/n0

1 . Choose M ∈ N s.t. ζ3ϑ
M
2 < 1 and choose B0 ≥ ζ4/(1− ζ3ϑM2 ).

Let δ0 = 1/(3B0).

Definition 3. A set I ⊂ X is said to be δ0-regular if I is open and m(I \∂δ0I) > 0.

Remark 8. We remark that in certain situations a δ0-regular set must contain a
ball B of a definite size. For example, if (X,d) is a metric space in which open
balls of radius ≤ δ0 are connected and if I is δ0-regular, then every open ball of
radius δ0 centered at a point of I \ ∂δ0I is contained in I. Indeed, if B(x, δ0) were
a ball centered at x ∈ I \ ∂δ0I so that B(x, δ0)∩ (X \ I) 6= ∅, then B(x, δ0)∩ I and
B(x, δ0) ∩ (X \ cl I) would be non-empty open sets whose union is B(x, δ0), which
contradicts the ball being connected.

More generally, if I is δ0-regular and for every x ∈ I, d(x, ∂I) ≤ d(x,X \I), then
I contains a ball of radius δ0. Indeed, since I is δ0-regular, we can choose y ∈ I so
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that d(y, ∂I) ≥ δ0. Then d(y,X \ I) ≥ δ0 hence the open ball of radius δ0 centered
at y is contained in I.

Remark 9. If one changes the notion of boundary by measuring it in a larger
ambient space as mentioned in Remark 1, then the notion of δ0-regular set will
also change. For example, if I ⊂ X = (0, 1)2 ⊂ R2 is a δ0-regular set with respect
to R2-boundary, then I is forced to contain an R2-ball of radius δ0; but if it is
δ0-regular with respect to X-boundary, then it is only forced to contain a δ0 ball in
the topology of X, which could be a sector of a disk with a right angle and radius
δ0.

Definition 4. A set Ω ⊂ X is a CX -good overlap set if m(Ω) > 0, m(∂Ω) = 0,
diam Ω ≤ ηε0, and for every open set V ⊂ X, diamV ≤ ε0 containing Ω and every
ε < ε0,

m(∂εΩ \ ∂εV ) + m(∂ε(V \ cl Ω) \ ∂εV ) ≤ CXm(∂εV ). (2.6)

Remark 10. Suppose X contains an open set V , diamV ≤ ε0 with empty boundary
and Ω is a CX -good overlap set. Then the right-hand side of the above inequality
is zero, so the left-hand side must also be zero. This can happen for example if Ω
and V \ Ω also have empty boundary.

Note that if X is such that balls of diam ≤ ε0 are connected, then every non-
empty open set V ( X with diamV ≤ ε0 has non-empty boundary (otherwise the
open ball of diameter ε0 containing it can be written as a disjoint union of open
sets).

Remark 11. In the case that X = Rd and m is the Lebesgue measure, every non-
empty ball B of diamB ≤ ηε0 is a CX -good overlap set with CX = 1. For a proof
see Lemma 2.2 and the remark immediately after it in [12].

Let us denote δ = δ0.

(5) Positively linked: There exist constants CX > 0, Nδ ∈ N with Nδ ≥ M ,
∆δ > 0, ΓNδ > 0 and a collection QNδ whose elements are subsets of elements of
PNδ , such that the following conditions hold.

• δ-density: Every δ–regular set I ⊂ X contains an element of QNδ .
• Overlapping images: For every Q, Q̃ ∈ QNδ there exists N with M ≤ N ≤ Nδ

such that TNQ ∩ TN Q̃ contains a CX -good overlap set Ω with m(Ω) ≥ ∆δ > 0.
Note that N is a function from Qδ ×Qδ into {M,M + 1, . . . , Nδ}.

• Positive weight: For every Q ∈ Qδ, N ∈ R(N(Q, ·)) := range of the function
N(Q, ·), and h ∈ HN with Q ⊂ Oh, holds

inf
TN (Q)

Jh ≥ ΓNδ . (2.7)

Let γ = (1/2)Cball(ε0)−2e−2a0ε
α
0 ∆2ΓNδ and γ1 = (2/3)γ as in Lemma 6 and

Lemma 7. Let n1 be a positive integer such that 2a0Λαn1 +D < a0 (If a0 = 0, set

n1 = 0) and let n2 = k0n0, where k0 is such that (1 +CX)ϑk0
1 + ζ2/B0 < 1 (Recall

that n0 was given by condition (3)).
Set

n̄ = Nδ + max{n1, n2}; Cγ1
= (1− γ1)−1; γ2 = (1− γ1)1/n̄.

3. Statement of the main results

Before we state our main results we need to define several notions. We define
the transfer operator L : L1(X,m) 	 as the dual of the Koopman operator U :
L∞(X,m) 	, Ug = g ◦ T . By a change of variables, it follows that

L f(x) =
∑
h∈H

f ◦ h(x) · Jh(x) · 1T (Oh)(x), for m-a.e. x ∈ X. (3.1)
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Note that L nf(x) =
∑
h∈Hn f ◦ h(x)Jh(x)1Tn(Oh)(x), for every n ∈ N.

For α ∈ (0, 1), and a function ρ : I → R+ := (0,∞), I ⊂ X define

H(ρ) := Hα(ρ) = sup
x,y∈I

|ln ρ(x)− ln ρ(y)|
d(x, y)α

. (3.2)

Remark 12 (Notation). All integrals where the measure is not indicated are with
respect to the underlying measure m.

Definition 5 (Standard pair). An (a, ε0)–standard pair is a pair (I, ρ) consisting
of an open set I ⊂ X and a function ρ : I → R+ such that diam I ≤ ε0,

∫
I
ρ = 1

and

H(ρ) ≤ a. (3.3)

Remark 13. We do not assume that I is connected.

Definition 6 (Standard family). An (a, ε0)–standard family G is a set of (a, ε0)–
standard pairs {(Ij , ρj)}j∈J and an associated measure wG on a countable set J .
The total weight of a standard family is denoted |G| :=

∑
j∈J wj . We say that G

is an (a, ε0, B)–proper standard family if in addition there exists a constant B > 0
such that,

|∂εG| :=
∑
j∈J

wG(j)

∫
∂εIj

ρj ≤ B|G|ε, for all ε < ε0. (3.4)

If wG is a probability measure on J , then G is called a probability standard family.
Note that every (a, ε0)–standard family induces an absolutely continuous measure
on X with the density ρG :=

∑
j∈J wjρj1Ij . We say that two standard families G

and G̃ are equivalent if ρG = ρG̃ .

Now we are ready to state our main theorem.

Theorem 1. Let (X,d,m) be a metric measure space and T : X 	 a piecewise
expanding map satisfying hypotheses (1)-(5) involving parameters a0, ε0, B0. Then
there exist C > 0, γ2 ∈ (0, 1) such that for every two (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard

pairs (I, ρ) and (Ĩ , ρ̃),

‖Lmρ−Lmρ̃‖L1 ≤ Cγm2 , for every m ∈ N. (3.5)

The constants C and γ2 are explicitly defined above in Section 2 with C = 2Cγ1
.

As a consequence of Theorem 1 there exists a unique absolutely continuous
invariant measure with respect to which T is exponentially mixing.

Corollary 1. Let (X,d,m) be a metric measure space and T : X 	 a piecewise
expanding map satisfying hypotheses (1)-(5). There exists a unique probability
density ℘ ∈ L1(X,d,m) such that L ℘ = ℘. Moreover, there exist C > 0, γ2 ∈
(0, 1) such that for every (a0, ε0, B0)–proper probability standard family G,

‖LmρG − ℘‖L1 ≤ Cγm2 , for every m ∈ N.

The constants C and γ2 are explicitly defined above in Section 2 with C = 2Cγ1
.

4. Iterations of standard families

In this section we define what we mean by an iterate of a standard family. Given
an (a, ε0)–standard family G, we define an n-th iterate of G as follows.

Definition 7 (Iteration). Let G be an (a, ε0)–standard family with index set J
and weight wG . For (j, h) ∈ J × Hn such that diamTn(Ij ∩Oh) > ε0 and for an
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open set V∗ ⊂ Tn(Ij ∩ Oh), diamV∗ ≤ ηε0 let U(j,h) be the index set of a2 (mod
0)-partition {U`}`∈U(j,h)

of Tn(Ij ∩Oh) into open sets such that

diamU` < ε0,∀` ∈ U(j,h), (4.1)

V∗ ⊂ U` for some ` ∈ U(j,h) and such that, setting V = Tn(Ij ∩Oh),∑
`∈U(j,h)

m(h(∂εU` \ ∂εV ))

m(h(V ))
≤ Cε0ε, for every ε < ε0. (4.2)

For (j, h) ∈ J ×Hn such that diamTn(Ij ∩Oh) ≤ ε0 set U(j,h) = ∅. Define

Jn := {(j, h, `)|(j, h) ∈ J ×Hn, ` ∈ U(j,h),m(Ij ∩Oh) > 0}.3 (4.3)

For every jn := (j, h, `) ∈ Jn, define Ijn := Tn(Ij ∩ Oh) ∩ U` and ρjn : Ijn → R+,

ρjn := ρj ◦h · Jh · z−1
jn

, where zjn :=
∫
Ijn

ρj ◦hJh. Define T nG := {(Ijn , ρjn)}jn∈Jn
and associate to it the measure given by

wT nG(jn) = zjnwG(j). (4.4)

Remark 14 (Notation). To simplify notation throughout the rest of the paper we
write wjn for wT nG(jn) and wj for wG(j).

Remark 15. If G is an (a0, ε0)–standard family, then so is T nG – a fact that is
justified by Lemma 2 of the next section. Comparing the definition of the transfer
operator applied to a density with the definition of T nG and the measure associated
to it, we see that

L nρG = ρT nG . (4.5)

This is the main connection between the evolution of densities under L n and the
evolution of standard families.

Remark 16. A simple change of variables shows that for every standard family G
and every n ∈ N, |T nG| = |G|. That is, the total weight does not change under
iterations. We will make use of this fact throughout the article.

5. Invariance of standard families

In this section we first show that an iterate of a standard family is a standard
family, then we go on to prove a growth lemma that provides additional information
on the properness of a standard family under iteration. Results of this section do
not use the positively-linked assumption (5) and only use assumption (4) in its
simplified form mentioned in Remark 6.

Let us start by stating a simple lemma that provides a useful consequence of
log-Hölder regularity (3.3).

Lemma 1 (Comparability Lemma). If ρ : I → R+ satisfies H(ρ) ≤ a for some
a ≥ 0 and diam I ≤ ε0, then for every J, J ′ ⊂ I with m(J)m(J ′) 6= 0,

inf
I
ρ �a AJρ �a AJ′ρ �a sup

I
ρ, (5.1)

where AJρ = m(J)−1
∫
J
ρ is the average of ρ on J and C1 �a C2 means e−aε

α
0 C1 ≤

C2 ≤ eaε
α
0 C1.

2The existence of such a partition {U`} follows from our assumption (4) on divisibility of large
sets. There may be many admissible choices for such “artificial chopping”. One can make different
choices at different iterations hence an n-th iterate of G is by no means uniquely defined (and this
does not cause any problems).

3When U(j,h) = ∅, by (j, h, `) we mean (j, h).
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Proof. The lemma follows from the fact that if (I, ρ) satisfies H(ρ) ≤ a, then for
every x, y ∈ I,

e−ad(x,y)αρ(y) ≤ ρ(x) ≤ ead(x,y)αρ(y).

�

The following lemma together with Definition 7 justify the invariance of an
(a0, ε0)–standard family under iteration.

Lemma 2. Suppose (I, ρ) is an (a0, ε0)–standard pair and (In, ρn) is an image of
it under Tn for some n ∈ N, as in Definition 7. Then diam(In) ≤ ε0,

∫
In
ρn = 1

and

H(ρn) ≤ a0(Λαn + a0
−1D). (5.2)

Proof. Using the definition of H(·), noting its properties under multiplication and
composition, and using the expansion of the map, it follows that

H(ρjn) ≤ H(Jh) + ΛαnH(ρj).

By (2.1) we have H(Jh) ≤ D, and by assumption H(ρj) ≤ a0, finishing the proof
of (5.2). �

Lemma 3 (Growth Lemma). Suppose ε0 > 0, n0 ∈ N and σ are as in our as-
sumptions. Suppose G is an (a0, ε0)–standard family. Then for every ε < ε0 we
have

|∂εT n0G| ≤ (1 + ea0ε
α
0 σ)|∂Λn0εG|+ ζ1|G|ε, (5.3)

where ζ1 = ea0ε
α
0 Cε0 .

Proof. Suppose ε < ε0. We write n for n0. We have, by definition, |∂εT nG| =∑
jn
wjn

∫
∂εIjn

ρjn . We split the sum into two parts according to whether U(j,h) = ∅
or U(j,h) 6= ∅.

Suppose U(j,h) = ∅, that is diamTn(Ij ∩Oh) ≤ ε0 and Ijn = Tn(Ij ∩Oh). By a
change of variables,

wjn

∫
∂εIjn

ρjn = wj

∫
h(∂εIjn )

ρj .

For every h ∈ Hn, since h(∂εIjn) ⊂ Oh, we can write

h(∂εIjn) ⊂ (h(∂εIjn) \ ∂ΛnεIj) ∪ (∂ΛnεIj ∩Oh). (5.4)

The integral over ∂ΛnεIj ∩Oh, and summed up over h and j is easily estimated by
|∂ΛnεG|. To estimate the integral of ρj over h(∂εIjn) \ ∂ΛnεIj we compare it, using
Lemma 1, to

∫
∂ΛnεIj

ρj and we get∫
h(∂εIjn )\∂ΛnεIj

ρj ≤ ea0ε
α
0

m(h(∂εT
n(Ij ∩Oh)) \ ∂ΛnεIj)

m(∂ΛnεIj)

∫
∂ΛnεIj

ρj

Note that if m(Ij ∩ Oh) = 0, then m(h(∂εT
n(Ij ∩ Oh))) = 0 since h(∂εT

n(Ij ∩
Oh)) ⊂ Ij ∩Oh. By the dynamical complexity condition (2.2),∑

h∈Hn

m(h(∂εT
n(Ij ∩Oh)) \ ∂ΛnεIj)

m(∂ΛnεIj)
≤ σ. (5.5)

Therefore, ∑
j∈J

wj
∑
h∈Hn

∫
h(∂εIjn )\∂ΛnεIj

ρj ≤ ea0ε
α
0 σ|∂ΛnεG|.
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Now suppose that U(j,h) 6= ∅. By Definition 7,
∑
jn
wjn

∫
∂εIjn

ρjn is bounded

by ≤
∑
j wj

∑
h,`

∫
∂εIjn

ρj ◦ hJh. Let us split the integral over two sets. Since

∂εIjn ⊂ U`, we can write

∂εIjn ⊂ (∂εIjn \ ∂εTn(Ij ∩Oh)) ∪ (∂εT
n(Ij ∩Oh) ∩ U`). (5.6)

Consider the first term on the right-hand side of (5.6). We need to estimate the
integral of ρj ◦hJh on this set and sum over `, h and j. Using a change of variables,
the integral is ∫

h(∂εIjn\∂εTn(Ij∩Oh))

ρj .

Since H(ρj) ≤ a0, h(∂εIjn \ ∂εTn(Ij ∩ Oh)) ≤ diam(Ij) ≤ ε0 and diam(h(Tn(Ij ∩
Oh))) = diam(Ij ∩Oh) ≤ diam(Ij) ≤ ε0, we apply Lemma 1 to get∫

h(∂εIjn\∂εTn(Ij∩Oh))

ρj ≤ ea0ε
α
0

m(h(∂εIjn \ ∂εTn(Ij ∩Oh)))

m(h(Tn(Ij ∩Oh)))

∫
h(Tn(Ij∩Oh))

ρj

Now we sum the above expression over `, which is implicit in the notation Ijn =
Tn(Ij ∩ Oh) ∩ U`. Using (4.2), which is a consequence of (2.4) on divisibility of
large sets, we get

≤ ea0ε
α
0 Cε0ε

∫
Ij∩Oh

ρj

Now we sum over h, multiply by wj and sum over j. As a result we get the estimate

≤ ea0ε
α
0 Cε0ε|G|.

Consider the second term on the right-hand side of (5.6). The contribution of
from this set is equal to

∑
j wj

∑
h

∫
h(∂εTn(Ij∩Oh))

ρj . But this was already included

in the estimate above starting with (5.4), so we do not need to add it again. �

Recall from Section 2 that n0 is such that Λn0(1+ea0ε
α
0 σ) < 1. Iterating Lemma 3

leads to the following, where the constants involved where defined in Section 2 right
before Definition 3 . The proof is standard so we omit it.

Corollary 2. For every k ∈ N and ε < ε0,

|∂εT kn0G| ≤ (1 + ea0ε
α
0 σ)k|∂Λkn0εG|+ ζ2|G|ε. (5.7)

Moreover, for every m ∈ N that does not divide n0 and for every ε < ε0,

|∂εT mG| ≤ ζ3(1 + ea0ε
α
0 σ)m/n0 |∂ΛmεG|+ ζ4|G|ε. (5.8)

The following is a direct consequence of Corollary 2 and justifies the fact that the
image under T m of an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard family is again an (a0, ε0, B0)–
proper standard family provided m is sufficiently large.

Proposition 1. Suppose G is an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard family. Then for
every m ∈ N with m/n0 ∈ N and every ε < ε0,

|∂εT mG| ≤ B0|G|ε(ϑm/n0

1 + ζ2/B0). (5.9)

Set ϑ2 = ϑ
1/n0

1 . For every m ∈ N and ε < ε0,

|∂εT mG| ≤ B0|G|ε(ζ3ϑm2 + ζ4/B0). (5.10)

By our choice of M and B0 from Section 2 it follows that for every m ≥M and
ε < ε0, |∂εT mG| ≤ B0|G|ε. So for m ≥M , T mG is an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard
family.
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Remark 17. Let us record a simple consequence of Corollary 2 for later use. Suppose
G is an (a0, ε0, B)–proper standard family for some B > 0. Then it is easy to see
from (5.7) that ∃nrec(B) ∈ N such that T nrec(B) is an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard
family. In this way we define nrec : [0,∞) → N to be the time it takes for an
(a0, ε0, B)–proper standard family to recover to an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard
family.

6. Coupling

In the previous section we justified the viewpoint of iterating standard families.
Now we proceed to explain an inductive procedure to “couple” a small amount
of mass of two proper standard families after a fixed number of iterations. It is
in this section that we need assumption (5). The reader who is only interested
in inducing schemes can safely skip this section. During the coupling procedure
standard families are modified in a controlled way. The following two lemmas are
related to such modifications.

Lemma 4 (Splitting into constant and remainder). Consider two (a0, ε0)–singleton
standard families G1 = {(I1, ρ1)} and G2 = {(I2, ρ2)} with associated weights
w1, w2 > 0. Suppose w2 ≤ w1 and let c = (1/2)C−1

Bε0 e
−a0ε

α
0 . Define

ρ̄1 =
w2

w1
c/

∫
I1

w2

w1
c = 1/m(I1), ρ̊1 = (ρ1 −

w2

w1
c)/

∫
I1

(ρ1 −
w2

w1
c),

ρ̄2 = c/

∫
I2

c = 1/m(I2), ρ̊2 = (ρ2 − c)/
∫
I2

(ρ2 − c).
(6.1)

Set w̄1 = w1

∫
I1

(w2/w1)c = cw2m(I1), ẘ1 = w1

∫
I1

(ρ1 − (w2/w1)c) and w̄2 =

w2

∫
I2
c = cw2m(I2), ẘ2 = w2

∫
I2

(ρ2 − c).
Then H(ρ̄1,2) ≤ a0, H(ρ̊1,2) ≤ 2a0 and the (2a0, ε0)–standard families {(I1, ρ̄1),

(I1, ρ̊1)}, {(I2, ρ̄2), (I2, ρ̊2)} with their associated weights {w̄1, ẘ1}, {w̄2, ẘ2} are
equivalent to G1 and G2, respectively.

Proof. The functions ρ̄1,2 are constants, so they clearly satisfy H(ρ̄1,2) ≤ a0 on
their domains. Let us show that ρ̊2 satisfies H(ρ̊1,2) ≤ 2a0. Indeed, since c is
chosen such that inf ρ ≥ 2c, we have

ρ2(x)− c
ρ2(y)− c

≤ 1 +
|ρ2(x)− ρ2(y)|
ρ2(y)− c

≤ 1 + 2
|ρ2(x)− ρ2(y)|

ρ2(y)
.

Using H(ρ2) ≤ a0, the right hand side is further bounded by 1 + 2(ea0|x−y|α − 1) ≤
e2a0|x−y|α , if ρ2(x)/ρ2(y) > 1 and by 1+2(1−e−a0|x−y|α) ≤ 1+2(1−e−a0|x−y|α) ≤
e2a0|x−y|α if ρ2(x)/ρ2(y) ≤ 1 . As for ρ̊1, it also satisfies H(ρ̊1) ≤ 2a0 for the same
reason since w2/w1 ≤ 1.

To check the equivalence of G1 and the (2a0, ε0)–standard family {(I1, ρ̄1), (I1, ρ̊1)}
with associated weights {w̄1, ẘ1}, we check that w1ρ1 = w̄1ρ̄1 + ẘ1ρ̊1. Indeed, by
construction, w̄1ρ̄1 = cw2 and ẘ1ρ̊1 = w1(ρ1− (w2/w1)c) = w1ρ1−w2c. Hence the
sum is w1ρ1. The equivalence of G2 to the corresponding (2a0, ε0)–standard family
{(I2, ρ̄2), (I2, ρ̊2)} with associated weights {w̄2, ẘ0} is also easy to check. �

Lemma 5 (Chopping out the overlap). Consider two singleton (a0, ε0)–standard

families G = {(I, c)} and G̃ = {(Ĩ , c̃)} with associated weights w, w̃. Suppose that

I ∩ Ĩ contains a CX-good overlap set Ω as defined in Definition 4. Denote A0 =
Ã0 = Ω, A1 = I \ cl Ω and Ã1 = Ĩ \ cl Ω. Note that the latter two sets can be empty.

There exists an (a0, ε0)–standard family equivalent to G obtained by replacing
{(I, c)} by {(Aj , 1/m(Aj))}1j=0 and associated weights {cwm(Aj)}1j=0.4 Similarly

4with the convention that if A1 is empty, then we do not include it in the collection.
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there exists an (a0, ε0)–standard family equivalent to G̃ obtained by replacing {(Ĩ , c̃)}
by {(Ãj , 1/m(Ãj))}1j=0 and associated weights {c̃w̃m(Ãj)}1j=0. Note that if cw =

c̃w̃, then cwm(A0) = c̃w̃m(Ã0).

Proof. To show the existence of an (a0, ε0)–standard family equivalent to G obtained
by replacing {(I, c)} by {(Aj , 1/m(Aj))}1j=0 and associated weights {cwm(Aj)}1j=0,

we only need to show that each element of {(Aj , 1/m(Aj))}1j=0 is an (a0, ε0)–

standard pair.5 By Definition 4, diam Ω ≤ ε0 hence (Ω, 1/m(Ω)) with associated
weight cwm(Ω) is an (a0, ε0)–standard pair.6 The set I \ cl Ω is also open and since
diam I ≤ ε0, diam(I\cl Ω) ≤ ε0. Therefore, (I\cl Ω, 1/m(I\cl Ω)) is also an (a0, ε0)–

standard pair. Similar statements hold about G̃. Note that m(cl Ω) = m(Ω) and
similarly for I \ cl Ω because m(∂Ω) = 0. �

We are ready now to couple a small amount of weight of two (a0, ε0)–standard
pairs.

Lemma 6. Suppose G = {(I, ρ)} and G̃ = {(Ĩ , ρ̃)} are singleton (a0, ε0)–standard

families with δ-regular domains I, Ĩ. Let Nδ, ∆δ and ΓNδ be as in the assumptions.

There exist (2a0, ε0)–standard families G∗Nδ , G̃∗Nδ such that

ρG∗Nδ
− ρG̃∗Nδ

= ρT NδG − ρT Nδ G̃; and,

|G∗Nδ | ≤ |G| −min{|G|, |G̃|}γ,

|G̃∗Nδ | ≤ |G̃| −min{|G|, |G̃|}γ,

(6.2)

where γ = (1/2)Cball(ε0)−2e−2a0ε
α
0 ∆2ΓNδ .

Proof. Since the sets I, Ĩ are regular sets, by the positively-linked assumption
(namely δ-density), they each contain an element of QNδ , namely Q, Q̃. More-
over, there exists N with M ≤ N ≤ Nδ such that the (a0, ε0)–standard families GN
and G̃N contain (a0, ε0)–standard pairs (I1, ρ1) and (I2, ρ2) with associated weights
w1, w2 whose intersection contains a CX -good overlap set Ω, with m(Ω) ≥ ∆δ > 0.
Here we have also used the fact that the artificial chopping of Definition 7 is done
avoiding the overlap Ω.

Let us write ∆ = ∆δ. We assume without loss of generality that w2 = min{w1, w2}.
Apply Lemma 4 to replace the (a0, ε0)–standard pairs (I1, ρ1), (I2, ρ2) by {(I1, ρ̄1),
(I1, ρ̊1)}, {(I2, ρ̄2), (I2, ρ̊2)} with associated weights {w̄1, ẘ1}, {w̄2, ẘ2}.

Now consider just (I1, ρ̄1) and (I2, ρ̄2). These are constant (a0, ε0)–standard
pairs and by definition (see Lemma 4) they satisfy w̄1ρ̄1 = w̄2ρ̄2. Now apply
Lemma 5 to further replace these (a0, ε0)–standard pairs by {(Aj , 1/m(Aj))}1j=0,

{(Ãj , 1/m(Ãj))}1j=0 with associated weights {ρ̄1w̄1m(Aj)}1j=0, {ρ̄2w̄2m(Ãj)}1j=0.

Note that A0 = Ã0 and ρ̄1w̄1 = ρ̄2w̄2 = cw2, so the elements corresponding to
j = 0 are exactly the same in both families.

At this point we have replaced T NG by the (2a0, ε0)–standard family

(T NG \ {(I1, ρ1)}) ∪ {(I1, ρ̊1)} ∪ {(Aj , 1/m(Aj))}1j=0,

where w1ρ1 = ẘ1ρ̊1 +
∑1
j=0(ρ̄1w̄1m(Aj))1/m(Aj)1Aj .

To complete the modification of our (a0, ε0)–standard families and obtain (2a0, ε0)–

standard families G∗N , G̃∗N , we remove the common element (A0, 1/m(A0)) from both
collections.

5The statement about equivalence is a consequence of cw1I = cw1A0 + cw1A1 .
6To be precise, we should not call (Ω, 1/m(Ω)) an (a0, ε0)–standard pair because Ω is not

necessarily open. However, we can afford this abuse of language since (Ω, 1/m(Ω)) will be removed
from standard families during coupling.
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The weight of the removed element is ρ̄1w̄1m(A0) = cmin{w1, w2}m(A0), which
by definition of c (from Lemma 4) and m(A0) = m(Ω) ≥ ∆, is bounded by ≥
(1/2)C−1

Bε0 e
−a0ε

α
0 ∆w2. Recall that w2 is the weight of (I2, ρ2), which is an (a0, ε0)–

standard pair in T N G̃. Hence for some h2 ∈ HN , denoting wG = |G|, we have

w2 = wG̃

∫
I2

ρ̃ ◦ h2Jh2 ≥ wG̃
∫

Ω

ρ̃ ◦ h2Jh2 ≥ wGm(Ω) inf
TN (Q̃)

Jh2 inf
Ĩ
ρ̃

≥ wG̃∆ΓNe
−a0ε

α
0 m(Ĩ)−1

∫
Ĩ

ρ̃.

(6.3)

Since
∫
Ĩ
ρ̃ = 1, we have w2 ≥ ∆ΓNe

−a0ε
α
0 C−1
Bε0wG̃ . Therefore, the weight of the

removed element (A0, 1/m(A0)) is bounded by

≥ (1/2)Cball(ε0)−2e−2a0ε
α
0 ∆2ΓNδ min{|G|, |G̃|}.

Setting γ = (1/2)Cball(ε0)−2e−2a0ε
α
0 ∆2ΓNδ ,

|G∗Nδ | ≤ |G| −min{|G|, |G̃|}γ.

One also gets a similar estimate for |G̃∗Nδ |. �

Now we remove the restriction that G and G̃ are singleton (a0, ε0)–standard
families.

Lemma 7. Suppose G and G̃ are (a0, ε0)–standard families and each satisfy |∂εG| ≤
B0|G|ε for ε < ε0. There exist (2a0, ε0)–standard families G∗N , G̃∗N such that

ρG∗N − ρG̃∗N = ρT NG − ρT N G̃; and,

|G∗N | ≤ |G| −min{|G|, |G̃|}γ1,

|G̃∗N | ≤ |G̃| −min{|G|, |G̃|}γ1,

(6.4)

where γ1 = (2/3)γ.

Proof. Recall that we chose δ = δ0 = 1/(3B0) so that |∂δG| ≤ B0|G|δ < (1/3)|G|.
Let GL ⊂ G be the collection of (a0, ε0)–standard pairs (I, ρ) ∈ G such that∫
I\∂δI ρ > 0. Note that for such standard pairs, I is necessarily a δ-regular set.

We have |GL| ≥ (2/3)|G|. Let GS = G \ GL.
Let T NGL be an N -th iterate of GL. Note that T NGL = ∪(I,ρ)∈GT NGρ, where

Gρ is a singleton (a0, ε0)–standard family containing only (I, ρ). Thinking of GL
(and similarly G̃L) as a union of singleton (a0, ε0)–standard families we can ap-
ply Lemma 6. However, an intermediate technical step is necessary to properly
justify the application of Lemma 6. In the following paragraph we describe this
intermediate step.

Suppose (I, ρ) is an element of GL and it has associated weight v. We replace this
element by countably many elements which are the same except that their weights
are given by {vṽ/|G̃L|}ṽ∈G̃L . Here we have slightly abused notation and labeled

these (a0, ε0)–standard pairs by their weights. Similarly, we replace every element

in G̃ of weight ṽ by elements of weight {vṽ/|GL|}v∈GL . For every vṽ/|G̃L| ∈ GL,

there exists a matching element vṽ/|GL| ∈ G̃L. We apply Lemma 6 to these two

elements. As a result, the weight vṽ/|G̃L| is reduced by min{vṽ/|G̃L|, vṽ/|GL|}γ.

Do this for all elements vṽ/|G̃L| ∈ GL. Then the total weight |GL| is reduced by∑
v

∑
ṽ

min{vṽ/|G̃L|, vṽ/|GL|}γ =
∑
v

∑
ṽ

vṽmin{1/|G̃L|, 1/|GL|}γ.
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Observe that this is just min{|GL|, |G̃L|}γ. Note that we have just described a
matching of weights and nothing else. This intermediate step does not affect any
other characteristics of our standard families.

With the above considerations, we obtain a modified (2a0, ε0)–standard fam-

ily (GL)∗N such that |(GL)∗N | ≤ |GL| − min{|GL|, |G̃L|}γ. Similarly, |(G̃L)∗N | ≤
|G̃L| − min{|GL|, |G̃L|}γ. Let G∗N denote the (2a0, ε0)–standard family consisting
of elements of (GL)∗N and T NGS . Since the standard pairs in GS are not modified,
we have |T N (GS)| = |GS |. Since |G∗N | = |T NGS |+ |(GL)∗N |, we have

|G∗N | ≤ |GS |+ |GL| −min{|GL|, |G̃L|}γ

≤ |G| − (2/3) min{|G|, |G̃|}γ.

Similar estimate is obtained for |G̃∗N |.
�

Remark 18 (Recovery of regularity). G∗N and G̃∗N are (2a0, ε0)–standard families
because by Lemma 4, an element (IN , ρN ) in one of these families only satisfies
H(ρN ) ≤ 2a0. Let

n1 = d(α ln(Λ))−1 ln(1/2−D/(2a0))e.

Then applying Lemma 2 we get H(ρN+n1
) ≤ 2a0(Λαn1 + (2a0)−1D) < a0, for

(IN+n1
, ρN+n1

) an element of the n1-th iterate of (IN , ρN ). Therefore, T n1G∗N , T n1 G̃∗N
are (a0, ε0)–standard families.

Remark 19 (Recovery of boundary). We also have to worry about the boundary
of the standard family after modification. Recall that during modification, we first
split a standard pair into two, a constant one and the remainder, then we further
split the constant one into at most two pieces. The latter modification also modifies
the boundary. However, since the splitting is done on a CX -good overlap set, by a
crude estimate the splitting increases the total boundary of the family by a factor
of (1 + CX).

Hence |∂εG∗N | ≤ (1 + CX)|∂εTNG| and since N ≥ M , this is bounded by ≤
(1 + CX)B0|G|ε for every ε < ε0. In order to recover from this, we iterate G∗N in
multiples of n0 and use (5.9). Indeed,

|∂εT kn0G∗N | ≤ B0|G∗N |ε((1 + CX)ϑk1 + ζ2/B0) ≤ B0|G|ε((1 + CX)ϑk1 + ζ2/B0).

To finish the estimate recall our choice of B0 and note that we just need to choose
k = k0 ∈ N such that (1 + CX)ϑk0

1 + ζ2/B0 < 1. Let n2 = k0n0 and n̄ = Nδ +
max{n1, n2}.

As a corollary of the above remarks we get the following recovered version of
Lemma 7, which can be iterated.

Proposition 2. Suppose G and G̃ are (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard families. There

exist (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard families G∗n̄, G̃∗n̄ such that

ρG∗n̄ − ρG̃∗n̄ = ρT n̄G − ρT n̄G̃; and,

|G∗n̄| ≤ |G| −min{|G|, |G̃|}γ1,

|G̃∗n̄| ≤ |G̃| −min{|G|, |G̃|}γ1.

(6.5)

Remark 20. Note that if |G| = |G̃| then the right-hand side of the above inequalities
is (1− γ1)|G|

We are ready to prove our main theorem.
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Proof of Theorem 1. Let G∗∗2n̄ denote the modification of T n̄G∗n̄, where G∗n̄ is in turn
the modification of T n̄G. Using Proposition 2 repeatedly, and noting that the
weight of the families remain equal before and after modification (i.e. if |G| = |G̃|,
then |G∗| = |G̃∗|), we get∥∥L 2n̄ρ−L 2n̄ρ̃

∥∥
L1 ≤ |G∗∗2n̄|+ |G̃∗∗2n̄| ≤ (1− γ1)|G∗n̄|+ (1− γ1)|G̃∗n̄|

≤ (1− γ1)2|G|+ (1− γ1)2|G̃|
≤ 2(1− γ1)2.

For a general m ∈ N, write m = kn̄+r, where 0 ≤ r < n̄. Using ‖L rρ‖L1 ≤ ‖ρ‖L1 ,

we obtain ‖Lmρ−Lmρ̃‖L1 ≤
∥∥L kn̄ρ−L kn̄ρ̃

∥∥. This is bounded by ≤ 2(1 −
γ1)k ≤ 2(1− γ1)((m/n̄)−1) = 2(1− γ1)−1

(
(1− γ1)1/n̄

)m
�

A simple consequence of Proposition 2 is that for every (a0, ε0, B0)–proper stan-
dard pair (I, ρ), the sequence {Lmρ}m is a Cauchy sequence in L1(X,B,m) hence
it has a limit ℘ ∈ L1. Moreover, this limit does not depend on the choice of the start-
ing standard pair ρ. Indeed, for n > m, ‖Lmρ−L nρ‖L1 =

∥∥ρTmG − ρTmG̃∥∥L1 ,

where G = {(I, ρ)} and G̃ = T n−mG, which are (a0, ε0, B0)–proper probability
standard families. Applying Proposition 2 repeatedly (as in the proof of Theo-
rem 1), shows that

∥∥ρT mG − ρT mG̃∥∥L1 can be made arbitrarily small if n and m are
sufficiently large and the result follows.

Remark 21. The notion of being an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard family is a notion
of regularity. Let us briefly comment on its relation to the notion of Hölder regular-
ity. More precisely we will show that certain Hölder functions can be represented
as (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard families. Therefore, two such functions converge
exponentially to one another under iteration.

We say that V ⊂ X is (a0, ε0, B0)-nice if there exists a (mod 0)-partition {V`}
of V into countably many open sets such that diamV` ≤ ε0, ∀`, and m(∂εV`) ≤
e−a0ε

α
0 B0εm(V`), ∀ε < ε0.

Suppose f ∈ C α(X,R) is a bounded, Hölder continuous function supported
on a (a0, ε0, B0)-nice set V ⊂ X with m(V ) < ∞ and a0 > 0. Choosing c =
|f |α/a0 + sup |f |, we can write f = f + c − c, where H(f + c) ≤ a0. It is easy to
see that f + c can be written as an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard family. Indeed, the
normalized restrictions of f + c to sets V` form an (a0, ε0, B0)–standard family G
and |∂εG| ≤ ea0ε

α
0
∑
` w`

m(∂εV`)
m(V`)

≤ B0ε|G|.
Suppose f, g ∈ C α(X,R) are bounded, Hölder continuous functions supported

on (a0, ε0, B0)-nice sets Vf , Vg such that m(Vf ) = m(Vg) < ∞ and
∫
Vf
f =∫

Vg
g. Write f = f + c − c and g = g + c − c, where c = max {|f |α, |g|α}/a0 +

max {sup |f |, sup |g|}. Suppose our dynamical system satisfies conditions (1)-(5)
with parameters a0, ε0, B0. Then, applying Proposition 2,

‖Lmf −Lmg‖L1 = ‖Lm(f + c)−Lm(g + c)‖L1

≤
∥∥ρT mG − ρT mG̃∥∥L1 ≤ 2Cγ1

γm2 |G|,

where |G| =
∫
Vf

(f + c) ≤ 2m(Vf )
a0

max{‖f‖Cα , ‖g‖Cα}.

7. Inducing schemes

Throughout this section we assume conditions (1)-(4) of Section 2 hold. Con-
dition (5) is not needed, but it is replaced by an additional assumption, namely
(6), (7) or (8) below. All of these assumptions ask for the existence of a (mod
0)-partition of the space X which is then used to build a suitable inducing scheme.
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The content of this section is independent of Section 6.

7.1. Inducing scheme 1. In this subsection we assume the following.

(6) Partition R: There exist a finite (mod 0)-partition R = {Rj}Nj=1 of X into
open sets (recall Definition 2) such that

(1) for every 1 ≤ j ≤ N , supε>0 ε
−1m(∂εRj) <∞,

(2) ∃cR ∈ (0, 1), CR > 0, possibly depending on δ0, s.t. for every δ0-regular set
I, diam I ≤ ε0, there exists R = R(I) ∈ R s.t. I ⊃ R and

if m(I \R) 6= 0, then m(I \R) ≥ cRm(I); (7.1)

m(∂ε(I \ clR) \ ∂εI) ≤ CRm(∂εI). (7.2)

Remark 22. Item (1) implies that m(∂R) = 0, ∀R ∈ R. It follows that m(I\clR) =
m(I \R).

Under assumptions (1)-(4), (6) we construct an inducing scheme where the base
map is a Gibbs-Markov map with finitely many images and the return times have
exponential tails.

Proposition 3. There exists a refinement P ′ of the partition P = {Oh} for T :
X 	 into open sets (mod 0) and a map τ : X → Z+ constant on elements of P ′
such that

(a) The map G = T τ : X 	 is a Gibbs-Markov map with finitely many images
{Z1, Z2, . . . , Zq} ⊂ R.

(b) m(τ > n) ≤ const · κn for some κ ∈ (0, 1).

Before we prove Proposition 3, we need several lemmas.

Lemma 8 (Remainder family Ĝ). Suppose G is an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard

family. Let Ĝ be the family obtained from G by replacing each (I, ρ) of weight w,
having a δ0-regular domain and containing an element R = R(I) ∈ R in its domain

with m(I \ R) 6= 0, by (I \ clR, ρ1I\clR/
∫
I\R ρ) of weight w

∫
I\R ρ. Then Ĝ is an

(a0, ε0, C̄RB0)–proper standard family, where C̄R = (ea0ε
α
0 CR + 1)ea0ε

α
0 c−1
R .

Proof. This is a consequence of item (2) of (6). Indeed, assuming G = {(Ij , ρj)}
with associated weights wj , we have, ∀ε < ε0,

|∂εĜ| ≤
∑
j

wj

∫
∂ε(Ij\clR)

ρj ≤
∑
j

wj

(∫
∂ε(Ij\clR)\∂εIj

ρj +

∫
∂εIj

ρj

)

≤
∑
j

wj

(
ea0ε

α
0

m(∂ε(Ij \ clR) \ ∂εIj)
m(∂εI)

∫
∂εIj

ρj +

∫
∂εIj

ρj

)
≤ (ea0ε

α
0 CR + 1)|∂εG|,

where in the second line we have used the Comparability Lemma 1 and in the last
line we have used (7.2). Since G is B0–proper, |∂εG| ≤ B0ε|G|; moreover (7.1) can

be used to show that |G| ≤ ea0ε
α
0 c−1
R |Ĝ|. Indeed, by Lemma 1,

|Ĝ| ≥
∑
j

wj

∫
Ij\R

ρj ≥
∑
j

wje
−a0ε

α
0

m(Ij \R)

m(Ij)

∫
Ij

ρj ≥ e−a0ε
α
0 cR|G|.

It follows that |∂εĜ| ≤ C̄RB0ε|Ĝ|. �

Lemma 9. Let R = {Rk}Nk=1 be the partition from (6). There exists a constant
t > 0 such that if G = {(Ij , ρj)}j∈J is an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard family, then
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∑
j∈Jreg

wj

∫
R(Ij)

ρj ≥ t ·

 ∑
j /∈Jreg

wj +
∑

j∈Jreg
wj

∫
Ij\R(Ij)

ρj

 , (7.3)

where Jreg is the set of j ∈ J such that Ij is δ0-regular

Proof. Since G is an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard family, at least 2/3 of its weight
is concentrated on (a0, ε0)–standard pairs (I, ρ), where I is a δ0-regular set (recall
that δ0 = 1/(3B0)). By item (2) of (6), each such standard pair contains an element
from the collection R. Using this fact and the regularity of standard pairs (recall
(5.1)), the left-hand side of (7.3) is

≥ (2/3)|G|e−a0ε
α
0 m(R(Ij))/m(Ij) ≥ (2/3)e−a0ε

α
0 Cball(ε0)−1m(R(Ij)).

Now consider the expression in the parentheses and on the right-hand side of (7.3).
The first term of this expression is the total weight of the standard pairs that are
not δ0-regular so this term is ≤ (1/3)|G|. The second term represents the weights
of the remainders, after removing clR(Ij), from each δ0-regular Ij . This sum is

≤ ea0ε
α
0

∑
j

wjm(Ij \R(Ij))/m(Ij) ≤ ea0ε
α
0 m(Bε0 \R(Ij))/m(R(Ij))

∑
j

wj

= ea0ε
α
0 m(Bε0 \R(Ij))/m(R(Ij))|G| ≤ ea0ε

α
0 Cball(ε0)/m(R)|G|,

where m(R) = min1≤k≤N m(Rk). So the expression in the parentheses and on

the right-hand side of (7.3) is ≤ |G|(1/3 + ea0ε
α
0 Cball(ε0)/m(R)). Therefore the

inequality (7.3) is satisfied if we take:

t =
(2/3)|G|e−a0ε

α
0 Cball(ε0)−1m(R)

|G|(1/3 + ea0εα0 Cball(ε0)/m(R))
=

(2/3)e−a0ε
α
0 Cball(ε0)−1m(R)2

(1/3)m(R) + ea0εα0 Cball(ε0)
. (7.4)

�

Proof of Proposition 3. The following steps lead to our sought after inducing scheme.

(1) Consider the partition R of X. Let us focus on defining the inducing
scheme on one element of this partition. The same can be done for all
other partition elements and in a uniform way because R is finite. Fix
R ∈ R and let G0 = {(R,1R/m(R))} and w0 = m(R) > 0. Due to item (1)
of (6), the singleton family G0 with associated weight {w0} is an (a0, ε0, B)–
proper standard family G0 for some constant B > 0 possibly larger than
B0.

(2) By Remark 17, G1 := T nrec(B)Ĝ0 is an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard family.
(3) By item (2) of (6), every standard pair in G1 whose domain is δ0-regular

contains an element Rk, 1 ≤ k ≤ N , from the collection R. “Stop” such
standard pairs of G1 on Rk ∈ R. By stopping we mean going back to R and
defining the return time τ = nrec(B) on the subset of R that maps onto Rk
under Tnrec(B). By Lemma 9, the ratio of the removed weight from G1 to
the weight of the remainder family, which we denote by Ĝ1, is at least some
positive constant t given by (7.4). Note that since total weight is preserved
under iteration, this corresponds to defining τ on a subset A ⊂ R such that
m(A) ≥ t ·m(R \A). Also, by Lemma 8, Ĝ1 is an (a0, ε0, C̄RB0)–standard
family.

(4) Just as in step (2), G2 := T nrec(C̄RB0)Ĝ1 is an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard
family so we can apply step (3) to it.

(5) Repeat the steps (3), (4) → (3), (4) → · · ·, incrementing the indices ac-
cordingly during the process.
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Applying the above inductive procedure, we will get a “stopping time” (or return
time) τ : X → N defined on a (mod 0)-partition P ′ of X. P ′ is a refinement
of the partition P and τ is constant on each element of P ′. The return time τ
will have exponential tails because at each step (where the time between steps is
universally bounded by nrec(B) +nrec(C̄RB0)) it is defined on a set A ⊂ X, where
m(A) ≥ t ·m(X \ A). By construction the induced map has finitely many images
which form a sub-collection of R. Note that distortion bound is always maintained
under iterations of T by assumptions (1) and (2) so we need not worry about
it. �

7.2. Inducing scheme 2. In this subsection we make a stronger assumption than
(6), but also prove a stronger result in which the inducing scheme has a full-
branched Gibbs-Markov base map and a return time that has gcd = 1 in addition to
having exponential tails. Such an inducing scheme is much more useful in obtaining
statistical properties of T beyond the existence of finitely many ACIPs.

We assume the following.

(7) Partition R: There exist a finite (mod 0)-partition R = {Rj}Nj=1 of X into
open sets such that

(1) for every 1 ≤ j ≤ N , supε>0 ε
−1m(∂εRj) <∞,

(2) ∃cR ∈ (0, 1), CR > 0, possibly depending on δ0, s.t. for every δ0-regular set
I, diam I ≤ ε0, there exists R = R(I) ∈ R s.t. I ⊃ R and

if m(I \R) 6= 0, then m(I \R) ≥ cRm(I); (7.5)

m(∂ε(I \ clR) \ ∂εI) ≤ CRm(∂εI). (7.6)

(3) ∃Z ∈ R s.t.

diamZ ≤ ηε0; (7.7)

for every δ0-regular set I ⊂ X, diam I ≤ ε0 and m(I \ Z) 6= 0,

m(I \ Z) ≥ cRm(I), (7.8)

m(∂ε(I \ clZ) \ ∂εI) ≤ CRm(∂εI) (7.9)

gcd{n : TnZ ⊃ Z} = 1. (7.10)

Remark 23. Notice that the first two items of (7) are the same as (6).

Under assumptions (1)-(4), (7) we prove the following.

Proposition 4. There exists a refinement P ′′ of the partition P of T : X 	 into
open sets (mod 0), a set Z (the one from (7)) consisting of elements of P ′′ and a
map τ̃ : Z → Z+ constant on elements of P ′′ such that

(a) The map G̃ = T τ̃ : Z 	 is a full-branched Gibbs-Markov map.
(b) gcd{n ≥ 1 : m({τ̃ = n}) > 0} = 1.
(c) m(τ̃ > n) ≤ const · κ̃n for some κ̃ ∈ (0, 1).

Before we get to the proof of this proposition we need a slight variation of
Lemma 8 that concerns the set Z. Setting R = Z, the only difference to Lemma 8
is that we do not require I ⊃ R. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of
Lemma 8; nevertheless, we provide it.

Lemma 10. Suppose G is an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard family. Let Ĝ be the fam-
ily obtained from G by replacing each (I, ρ) of weight w, having a δ0-regular domain,
and satisfying m(I \Z) 6= 0, by (I \ clZ, ρ1I\clZ/

∫
I\Z ρ) of weight w

∫
I\Z ρ. Then

Ĝ is an (a0, ε0, C̄RB0)–proper standard family, where C̄R = (ea0ε
α
0 CR+1)ea0ε

α
0 c−1
R .
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Proof. This is a consequence of (7.9). Indeed, assuming G = {(Ij , ρj)} with asso-
ciated weights wj , we have, ∀ε < ε0,

|∂εĜ| ≤
∑
j

wj

∫
∂ε(Ij\clZ)

ρj ≤
∑
j

wj

(∫
∂ε(Ij\clZ)\∂εIj

ρj +

∫
∂εIj

ρj

)

≤
∑
j

wj

(
ea0ε

α
0

m(∂ε(Ij \ clZ) \ ∂εIj)
m(∂εI)

∫
∂εIj

ρj +

∫
∂εIj

ρj

)
≤ (ea0ε

α
0 CR + 1)|∂εG|,

where in the second line we have used the Comparability Lemma 1 and in the last
line we have used (7.9). Since G is B0–proper, |∂εG| ≤ B0ε|G|; moreover (7.8) can

be used to show that |G| ≤ ea0ε
α
0 c−1
R |Ĝ|. It follows that |∂εĜ| ≤ C̄RB0ε|Ĝ|. �

Proof of Proposition 4. Let Z ⊂ X be as in (7). Let NZ = {n : TnZ ⊃ Z}. Since
gcd(NZ) = 1, there exists K ∈ N and {ñj}Kj=1 ⊂ NZ such that gcd{ñj}Kj=1 = 1.
Let us assume that ñ1 < ñ2 < · · · < ñK . Note that if K = 1, then 1 ∈ NZ and
therefore N ⊂ NZ . So without loss of generality we can assume that K ≥ 2.

Now we follow a line of reasoning similar to that of the proof of Proposition 3,
but with some modifications when dealing with R = Z mainly in order to achieve
item (b) of Proposition 4.

(1) Let G0 = {Z,1Z/m(Z)} and w0 = m(Z). G0 is an (a0, ε0, B)–proper
standard family for some B > 0.

Let m1,m2 ∈ N be s.t. ñ1 +m1ñK ≥ nrec(B) and m2ñK ≥ nrec(C̄RB0).
Set m0 = max{m1,m2} and define {nj}Kj=1 by

nj := ñj +m0ñK , if 1 ≤ j ≤ K − 1;

nK := ñK +

K−1∑
j=1

nj .

It is a simple exercise to verify that n1 < n2 < · · · < nK , gcd{nj}Kj=1 = 1

and {nj}Kj=1 ⊂ NZ . The benefit of {nj}Kj=1 over {ñj}Kj=1 is that

n1 ≥ nrec(B) and nj+1 − nj ≥ nrec(C̄RB0), ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,K − 1}.

(2) Let G1 := T n1G0, taking V∗ = clZ as the set to avoid under T n1 under
artificial chopping. This can be done due to (7.7) and condition (4) on
divisibility of large sets. Since n1 ≥ nrec(B), G1 is an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper
standard family.

(2.1) Define τ = n1 on A1 := T−n1Z ∩ Z. Note that Tn1A1 = Z since
Tn1(Z) ⊃ Z. By Lemma 10, the remainder from G1, which we de-

note by Ĝ1 is an (a0, ε0, C̄RB0)–proper standard family. Let G2 =

T n2−n1 Ĝ1. Since n2 − n1 ≥ nrec(C̄RB0), G2 is an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper
standard family.

(2.2) Define τ = n2 on A2 := T−n2Z∩(Z\A1). By Lemma 10, the remainder

from G2, which we denote by Ĝ2 is an (a0, ε0, C̄RB0)–proper standard

family. Let G3 = T n3−n2 Ĝ2. Since n3 − n2 ≥ nrec(C̄RB0), G2 is an
(a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard family.

(2.3) We continue this process until we define τ = nK on

AK := T−nKZ ∩ (Z \
K−1⋃
j=1

Aj).
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Let ĜK be the remainder from GK . Note that ĜK is an (a0, ε0, C̄RB0)–
proper standard family. Also note that ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, Aj ⊂ Z and
TnjAj = Z. Moreover, m(Aj) > 0 because ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,K} the
inverse branches of Tnj are non-singular, there are at most countably
many such branches and m(Z) > 0.

(3) We have achieved that

gcd

n : m

{τ = n} ∩
K⋃
j=1

Aj

 > 0

 = 1.

We continue the construction of τ on the rest of Z, i.e. on Ẑ = Z \
⋃K
j=1Aj ,

in such a way that it has exponential tails. We will do so by continuing to
iterate ĜK .

(4) Let GK+1 = T nrec(C̄RB0)ĜK . Then GK+1 is an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard
family. By item (2) of (7), every standard pair in GK+1 whose domain
is δ0-regular contains an element Rk, 1 ≤ k ≤ N , from the collection R.
“Stop” such standard pairs of GK+1 on Rk ∈ R. By stopping we mean

going back to Ẑ ⊂ Z and defining the return time τ = nK +nrec(C̄RB0) on

the subset of Ẑ that maps onto Rk under TnK+nrec(C̄RB0). By Lemma 9,
the ratio of the removed weight from GK+1 to the weight of the remainder

family, which we denote by ĜK+1, is at least some positive constant t given
by (7.4). Note that since the total weight is preserved under iteration, this

corresponds to defining τ on a subset A ⊂ Ẑ such that m(A) ≥ t ·m(Ẑ \A).

Also, by Lemma 8, ĜK+1 is an (a0, ε0, C̄RB0)–standard family.

(5) GK+2 := T nrec(C̄RB0)ĜK+1 is an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard family so we
can apply step (4) to it.

(6) Repeat the steps (4), (5)→ (4), (5)→ · · ·, incrementing the indices accord-

ingly during the process. This procedure defines τ on Ẑ up to a measure
zero set of points (which includes points that map into ∂Z).

The above steps described how to define τ on Z. We have also explained how to
define τ on the rest of the elements of R in Section 7.1 (Recall that condition (7)
is stronger than (6) so the results of the previous subsection are valid). Putting
these together we get the same statement as Proposition 3, but with the additional
properties that gcd{n : m({τ = n} > 0} = 1, Z is one of the finitely many images
of G = T τ and that G(Z) ⊃ Z.

Let ς : Z → N be the first return time of G to Z and G̃ = Gς : Z 	 be the
associated first return map. Since GAj = T τAj = TnjAj = Z, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, it

follows that ς = 1 on the set
⋃K
j=1Aj .

Define τ̃ =
∑ς−1
`=0 τ ◦ G` : Z → N, then G̃ = T τ̃ . It follows from the previous

paragraph that τ̃ = τ on
⋃K
j=1Aj ⊂ Z. This implies item (b). Item (a) and

item (c) simply follow from the fact that G is a Markov map with finitely many
states (hence ς has exponential tails) and τ : X → N has exponential tails.

�

7.3. Inducing scheme 3. In this subsection we make an assumption which is again
stronger than (6), but different from (7). The assumption contains more dynamical
information than (7) and leads to an improvement of Item (b) of Proposition 4. The
advantage of this improvement is that it makes it easier to connect this inducing
scheme to other inducing schemes, say if one in interested in a system that initially
is not piecewise expanding but admits (somehow) an inducing scheme with a base
map that is piecewise expanding.

We assume the following.
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(8) Partition R: There exist a finite (mod 0)-partition R = {Rj}Nj=1 of X into
open sets such that

(1) for every 1 ≤ j ≤ N , supε>0 ε
−1m(∂εRj) <∞,

(2) ∃cR ∈ (0, 1), CR > 0, possibly depending on δ0, s.t. for every δ0-regular set
I, diam I ≤ ε0, there exists R = R(I) ∈ R s.t. I ⊃ R and

if m(I \R) 6= 0, then m(I \R) ≥ cRm(I); (7.11)

m(∂ε(I \ clR) \ ∂εI) ≤ CRm(∂εI). (7.12)

(3) ∃Z ∈ R and Z ′ ⊃ Z s.t.

diamZ ′ ≤ ηε0; (7.13)

m(Z ′ \ Z) ≥ cRm(Z ′); (7.14)

and for every open set I with diam I ≤ ε0 and I ⊃ Z ′,
m(∂ε(I \ clZ) \ ∂εI) ≤ CRm(∂εI). (7.15)

Moreover, there exists a finite collection of partition elements PZ = {Ok}Kk=1

s.t. ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, Ok ∈ P, Ok ⊂ Z, TOk ⊃ Z ′.
Under assumptions (1)-(4), (8) we prove the following.

Proposition 5. There exists a refinement P ′′ of the partition P of T : X 	 into
open sets (mod 0), a set Z (the one from (8)) consisting of elements of P ′′ and a
map τ̃ : Z → Z+ constant on elements of P ′′ such that

(a) The map G̃ = T τ̃ : Z 	 is a full-branched Gibbs-Markov map.
(b) m({τ̃ = 1} ∩Ok) > 0 for every 1 ≤ k ≤ K.
(c) m(τ̃ > n) ≤ const · κ̃n for some κ̃ ∈ (0, 1).

Proof. Let Z ⊂ X be as in (8).

(1) Let G0 = {Z,1Z/m(Z)} and w0 = m(Z). G0 is an (a0, ε0, B)–proper
standard family for some B > 0.

(2) Let G1 := T G0, taking V∗ = clZ ′ as the set to avoid under artificial chop-
ping. This can be done due to (7.13) and condition (4) on divisibility of
large sets.

Define τ = 1 on Ak := T−1Z∩Ok, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}. Note that TAk = Z

since T (Ok) ⊃ Z. Let Ĝ1 be the family obtained from G1 by replacing each
(I, ρ) of weight w, containing Z ′ in its domain by (I \ clZ, ρ1I\clZ/

∫
I\Z ρ)

of weight w
∫
I\Z ρ. Then it can be shown, following the ideas of the proof

of Lemma 8 and item (3) of (8), that Ĝ1 is an (a0, ε0, B
′)–proper standard

family for some B′ > 0. Now we proceed as before. Let

Ẑ := Z \
K⋃
k=1

Ak.

(3) Let G2 = T nrec(B′)Ĝ1. Then G2 is an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard family.
By item (2) of (8), every standard pair in G2 whose domain is δ0-regular
contains an element Rk, 1 ≤ k ≤ N , from the collection R. “Stop” such
standard pairs of G2 on Rk ∈ R. By stopping we mean going back to Z and
defining the return time τ = 1+nrec(B

′) on the subset of Ẑ that maps onto

Rk under T 1+nrec(B
′). By Lemma 9, the ratio of the removed weight from

G2 to the weight of the remainder family (remainder as in Lemma 8), which

we denote by Ĝ2, is at least some positive constant t given by (7.4). Note
that since the total weight is preserved under iteration, this corresponds to
defining τ on a subset A ⊂ Ẑ such that m(A) ≥ t ·m(Ẑ \ A). Also, by

Lemma 8, Ĝ2 is an (a0, ε0, C̄RB0)–standard family.
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(4) G3 := T nrec(C̄RB0)Ĝ2 is an (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard family so we can
apply step (3) to it.

(5) Repeat the steps (3), (4)→ (3), (4)→ · · ·, incrementing the indices accord-

ingly during the process. This procedure defines τ on Ẑ up to a measure
zero set of points.

The above steps described how to define τ on Z so that m({τ = 1}∩Ok) > 0. We
have also explained how to define τ on the rest of the elements of R in Section 7.1
(Recall that condition (8) is stronger than (6)). The rest of the proof is the same
as the proof of Proposition 4. �

In the remaining sections we provide specific examples and justify that our as-
sumptions can be checked for various dynamical systems.

8. Example 1: A nonlinear W-map

The following “W-map” example7 is taken from [21, Example 2]. The map
T : X = (0, 1) 	 is given by

T =


T1 := 1− (40/9)x, 0 ≤ x < 9/40,

T2 := 2(x− 9/40), 9/40 ≤ x < 9/20,

T3 := −4(x− 9/16), 9/20 ≤ x < 9/16,

T4 := x2 + (81/112)x− 81/112, 9/16 ≤ x < 1.

The graph of this map is depicted in Figure 1.
In [21] explicit estimates on the rate of decay of correlations were obtained for

this map using Hilbert metric contraction as in [27]. We use the same example in
order to make it possible to compare the explicit values obtained in [21] to those
obtained by our method. As we will see, in this case our constants of mixing will
be much worse than those in [21] and we will explain the reason at the end of this
section.

In this example, X = (0, 1) with its usual metric d(x, y) = |x− y| and Lebesgue
measure m. Also one can take ε1 = 1. Let us denote by H = {hj}4j=1 the
inverse branches of the map T from left to right. We have Oh1

= (0, 9/40),
Oh2 = (9/40, 9/20), Oh3 = (9/20, 9/16), Oh4 = (9/16, 1).

In the following subsections we check conditions (1)-(5).

8.1. Uniform expansion. It is easy to check that with ε2 = 1, the following
bounds on the contraction factors hold for the inverse branches of the map T .

Λh1 = 9/40,Λh2 = 1/2,Λh3 = 1/4,Λh4 = 112/207,Λ = max
1≤j≤4

{Λhj} = 112/207.

8.2. Bounded distortion. Choose ε3 = 1. Since the first three branches are linear
they do not influence the choice of distortion constants. As for the last branch, it
suffices to show that ∃D̃ > 0 s.t. |ln Jh(x)− ln Jh(y)| ≤ D̃|x− y|, ∀x, y ∈ (0, 1).
By the mean value theorem,

|ln Jh(x)− ln Jh(y)| ≤ sup | (Jh)′

Jh
| ≤ sup | T

′′

(T ′)2
◦ h|

≤ sup
2

(2h4(x) + 81/112)2

≤ 2

(2(9/16) + 81/112)2
=

25088

42849
.

7The name refers to a class of maps whose graph looks like a “W”. Their main feature is the
existence of a periodic turning point which may lead to singular behaviour under perturbation.
See [18] for instability and [17] for stability of families of such maps.
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Figure 1. The graph of the nonlinear W-map T .

Therefore, the bounded distortion condition is satisfied with

α = 1, D̃ =
25088

42849
, ε3 = 1.

It follows that D = 25088/19665 and D/(1− Λα) = 25088/9025. So we fix

a0 = 25089/9025.

Remark 24. (Restriction to intervals) In our one-dimensional example, in which all
Oh are open intervals, if we can verify hypotheses (3), (4) assuming that I, V and
U`, ∀` ∈ U are open intervals (a stronger property than being just open sets), then
we get a theorem about proper standard pairs whose domains are open intervals.
The main reason is that since Oh, ∀h ∈ Hn0 is an open interval, then so are I ∩Oh,
Tn0(I ∩Oh) and Tn0(I ∩Oh)∩U`. Therefore we can repeat all the proofs assuming
that standard pairs are supported on open intervals.

In the following we check hypotheses (3), (4) for I, V being intervals and con-
struct U` to be intervals ∀`. Accordingly our theorem will also be restricted to
proper standard pairs whose domains are open intervals.

8.3. Dynamical complexity. Fix n0 = 1. If we choose ε4 = 1/4, then any open
interval I of diameter ≤ ε4 contains at most one point of discontinuity. By points
of discontinuity we mean {9/40, 9/20, 9/16}. If I contains no discontinuities, then
the complexity condition holds because the left-hand side of (2.2) is zero. Suppose
I contains a discontinuity. Fix a branch h ∈ H s.t. m(I ∩Oh) > 0. T (I ∩Oh) is an
interval and ∂εT (I ∩Oh) consists of at most two intervals of length ε near the two
ends of the interval T (I∩Oh). However, if this interval is of the form (0, p) or (p, 1)
for some p ∈ (0, 1), i.e. if one of its endpoints is 0 or 1, then ∂εT (I∩Oh) will consist
of at most one subinterval of length ε near p. It follows that h(∂εT (I ∩Oh)) \ ∂ΛεI
is a single subinterval of length ≤ Λhε near the discontinuity point that cuts I. A
moment of consideration of possible locations of the interval I in (0, 1) reveals that
the only discontinuity point that contributes to the complexity expression, i.e. the
expression on the left-hand side of (2.2), is the discontinuity point at 9/20 and the
complexity expression is bounded by

≤ Λh2
ε+ Λh3

ε

2Λε
=

1/2 + 1/4

2Λ
= 621/896,
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where we have used m(∂ΛεI) ≥ 2Λε. Note that, since I is an interval, m(∂εI) =
min{diam(I), 2Λε}; but if diam(I) < 2Λε, then ∂ΛεI = I and the numerator of the
complexity expression is 0 hence (2.2) is trivially satisfied.

So we choose σ = 621/896 (which is indeed strictly less than Λ−1 − 1 = 95/112)
and then choose ε0 so that

σ < e−a0ε
α
0 (Λ−1 − 1).

In fact we choose ε0 so that e−a0ε
α
0 (Λ−1 − 1) equals the average of Λ−1 − 1 and σ:

ε0 = (9025/25089) ln(1520/1381) ≈ 0.0345.

8.4. Divisibility of large sets. Suppose V is an arbitrary open interval with
diamV ≥ ε0. Suppose V∗ ⊂ V is a set with diam V∗ < ε0/3 (so we are taking
η = 1/3). First choose U`∗ to be an open interval of diamU`∗ ≤ ε0/3 containing V∗.
If on the left or right of U`∗ there is a piece of V left with diam ≤ ε0/3, then join it
to U`∗ . Now there remains at most two pieces of V of diam > ε0/3 to cut into pieces
of diam ≤ ε0. Simply cut the remainder into equal pieces of length ε0/3 and again if
there are pieces left with diam ≤ ε0/3 join them to the adjacent intervals. With this
construction each of the intervals U` satisfies ε0/3 ≤ diamU` ≤ ε0 and one of them
contains V∗. Now the result follows from Remark 5 with Cε0 = eDε

α
0 6ε−1

0 ≈ 181.75.

8.5. Positively linked. Let us first prove an auxiliary lemma that is useful in
estimating the length of the largest component of the image of an interval after it is
cut by discontinuities and each piece is expanded. In the following c can be thought
of as the length of the interval I which is cut into n pieces of length α1, . . . , αn and
then each of the pieces is expanded by, at least, a factor of z1, . . . , zn, respectively.

Lemma 11. Let N ⊂ N and {zj}j∈N be such that zj > 0, ∀j ∈ N , and
∑
j∈N z

−1
j <

∞. Then

min
{αj}j∈N ,αj≥0∑

j∈N αj=c

max
j∈N
{zjαj} ≥

c∑
j∈N z

−1
j

.

Proof. Simply note that

max{ α1

z−1
1

,
α2

z−2
2

} ≥ α1 + α2

z−1
1 + z−1

2

.

Taking the minimum on both sides over α1, α2 ≥ 0 s.t. α1 + α2 = c proves the
lemma when N has two elements. The full result follows by induction. �

Let

sH = max
j=1,2,3

{Λhj + Λhj+1
} and δmax = max

j=1,2,3
{m(Ohj ) + m(Ohj+1

)}. (8.1)

Lemma 12. For every δ1 > 0 there exist Ñδ1 ∈ N∪ {0} and Γδ1 > 0 s.t. for every

interval J with m(J) ≥ δ1, there exist N ≤ Ñδ1 and a subinterval JN ⊂ J such
that

(a) JN is contained in a partition element of TN ;
(b) TNJN contains a partition element of T ;

(c) (TN |JN )′ ≤ Γ−Nδ1 .

In fact, Γδ1 = 9/40 and Ñδ1 is the least non-negative integer such that δ1/s
Ñδ1
H ≥

δmax.

Proof. Given δ1 > 0 let Ñδ1 be the least non-negative integer such that δ1/s
Ñδ1
H ≥

δmax and Γδ1 = 9/40. Suppose J is an interval with m(J) ≥ δ1 and it does not
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contain a partition element of T . By Lemma 11, J contains a subinterval J1, which
is contained in a partition element of T , and

m(TJ1) ≥ m(J)

sH
≥ δ1
sH

.

If m(TJ1) contains a partition element of T , then we are done since all three

conditions of the lemma are satisfied with N = 1 ≤ Ñδ1 .
If TJ1 does not contain a partition element of T , then again by Lemma 11, TJ1

contains an interval J̃2, which is contained in a partition element of T , and

m(T J̃2) ≥ m(TJ1)

sH
≥ δ1
s2
H

.

It follows that there exists an interval J2 ⊂ J1 ⊂ J , which is contained in a partition
element of T 2, and

m(T 2J2) ≥ δ1
s2
H

.

This process stops when TNJN has length larger than δmax. By our choice of Ñδ1
this happens for some N ≤ Ñδ1 . Since T ′ is always ≤ (9/40)−1, we also have

(TN |JN )′ ≤ (9/40)−N = Γ−Nδ1 . �

Now we are prepared to check the positively linked condition (5). Let δ := δ0
and δ1 := δ/3. Let CX = 1. Divide the unit interval into finitely many subintervals
{J} of length δ/3 and possibly one last interval of length between δ/3 and 2δ/3.

Note that δmax = 11/20, where δmax was defined by (8.1). Let Ñδ1 be as in
Lemma 12. Any interval J belonging to the above finite colleciton, by Lemma 12,
has a further subinterval ĴN , where N ≤ Ñδ1 , that is contained in a partition
element of TN and, under TN , covers one full partition element Oh of T . Since for
every h ∈ H, TOh ⊃ (0, 1/2), there is a collection of subintervals {JN ⊂ J} each
of whose elements is contained in a partition element of TN+1 and, under TN+1,
cover (0, 1/2). Note that N + 1 ≤ Ñδ1 + 1, so for condition (5) we can take

Nδ = Ñδ1 + 1 = max

{⌈
ln δ1

δmax

ln sH

⌉
, 0

}
+ 1 = 57.

The subintervals {JN} constitute the collection QN and we take Ω = (0, ε0/3) ⊂
(0, 1/2). By Remark 11, Ω is a CX -good overlap set with CX = 1.

• The δ-density condition is satisfied because every δ-regular set I contains
an open interval of length δ which in turn contains at least one interval J
of length between δ/3 and 2δ/3. The interval J in turn contains an element
JN of QN , by construction.
• For every Q, Q̃ ∈ QN , TNQ ∩ TN Q̃ contains the interval Ω = (0, ε0/3), by

construction and clearly m(Ω) = ε0/3. Recall that since n0 = 1, M = 1.
• For every Q ∈ QN , N ≤ Nδ and h ∈ HN with Q ⊂ Oh we have

inf
TNQ

Jh ≥ inf
x∈Oh

1/(TN )′(x) ≥ (9/40)N ≥ (9/40)Nδ

Using the quantities above we get 1− γ2 ≈ 10−41, which leads to a 1/2–mixing
time of t∗ ≈ 1041 for (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard pairs. This mixing time depends
most significantly on the value of the lower bound on ΓN ≥ (9/40)Nδ . If by nu-
merical simulation, or by considering higher iterates of the map we find out that
Nδ = 20 suffices, then using this value gives a 1/2–mixing time of ≈ 1017.

Remark 25 (Comparison of constants). Let us now briefly comment on the result
that one obtains by using Hilbert metric contraction as done in [21, Theorem 4]. In
[21, Theorem 4], the significant factor in the bound on correlations is ≈ (1−10−8)n.
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This leads to a 1/2–mixing time of roughly 108, which is significantly better than
1040 or even 1017. The main reason for this is the additional information on the
global regularity of functions under iterations of the transfer operator L . Indeed,
[21] uses the facts that the transfer operator of this dynamical system preserves the
space of functions of bounded variation (BV) and that the Lasota-Yorke inequality
holds in this space. Using BV and Lasota-Yorke inequality one can show that
the iterations of densities of bounded variation under L have uniformly bounded
variation. This in turn implies that they have a uniform lower bound on some
interval hence by the topological exactness (and uniform bounds on T ′) they have
a uniform lower bound on the whole space. Then the contraction in the Hilbert
metric is used to find the rate of decay of correlations. However, one could just
as well use the coupling approach of this paper to couple densities that overlap on
the whole space and have a uniform lower bound. So it is not the Hilbert metric
contraction that improves the estimate, but the information on the global regularity
of iterates of densities under the transfer operator. Note that the specific notion
of regularity is important: a BV function in two dimensions need not contain an
open set in its support (for a simple example see [20]). In this paper we are using
coupling without information on global regularity, which makes our approach more
flexible. However, as we pointed out, one can use coupling + global regularity
information and get the same results as using Hilbert metric contraction + global
regularity information. At least in the piecewise expanding setting Hilbert-metric
contraction does not seem to have an advantage over coupling. In a much narrower
setting this observation (equivalence of coupling and Hilbert metric contraction)
was already made in [38].

9. Example 2: A non-Markov map of R

In this section we verify our assumptions for a piecewise expanding map of X =
R+ = (0,∞), where d is the usual metric and the underlying measure m is the
Lebesgue measure. Take ε1 =∞. Fix t = 0.1. The map T : (0,∞) 	 is defined on
a countable partition P = {O1, O2, . . . }, where

O2k−1 = (k − 1, k − t) and O2k = (k − t, k), ∀k ∈ N.

T is defined by

T (x) =

{
(10 + 2−k)(x− k + 1), x ∈ O2k−1, k ∈ N,

1
k−x , x ∈ O2k, k ∈ N.

Note that T is piecewise increasing and has infinitely many different images: ∀k ∈ N
the images are

TO2k−1 = (T (k − 1), T (k − t)) = (0, (10 + 2−k)(1− t))
TO2k = (T (k − t), T (k)) = (1/t,∞).

Also note that T is not surjective. In particular no point maps into the interval
(9.45, 10).

9.1. Uniform expansion. Take ε2 =∞. In terms of inverse branches we have

h2k−1(x) =
x

10 + 2−k
+ k − 1 and h2k(x) = − 1

x
+ k.

So

h′2k−1(x) =
1

10 + 2−k
<

1

10
and h′2k(x) =

1

x2
< t2.

It follows that Λ = 1/10 ≥ Λh2k−1
and Λh2k

≤ t2.
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Figure 2. The graph of the map T from Example 2.

9.2. Bounded distortion. Take ε3 = ∞. The odd branches are linear, we check
distortion for the even branches. Suppose x, y ∈ TO2k = (1/t,∞), then

|lnh′2k(x)− lnh′2k(y)| = 2|lnx− ln y| ≤ 2t|x− y|,

where in the last inequality we have used the mean value inequality and x, y > 1/t.

We conclude that the bounded distortion condition is satisfied with D̃ = 2t and
α = 1. So D = 20t/9 and we can take a0 > 200t/81. For our choice of t = 0.1, we
take a0 = 21/81 > 20/81.

9.3. Dynamical complexity. Choose n0 = 1 and ε4 = 1/2. Any open interval I
of diam I ≤ ε4 will intersect at most three adjacent partition elements of the form
O2k−1, O2k, O2k+1 for some k. This is the worst case for the dynamical complexity
condition. In this case I is cut into three pieces at the two cut-points: k − t and
k . Considering the ε-boundary of the image of the pieces and pulling them back
to I, we get the following bound on the numerator of the complexity expression
(left-hand side of (2.2))

≤ Λh2k−1
ε+ Λh2k

ε+ Λh2k+1
ε.

Note that the left part of the cut point at k does not contribute to the complexity
expression because its image has empty ε–boundary. So the complexity expression
is bounded by

Λh2k−1
ε+ Λh2k

ε+ Λh2k+1
ε

2Λε
≤ 1/10 + t2 + 1/10

2/10
= 1 + 5t2 =

21

20
.

So we choose σ = 21/20, which is indeed strictly less than Λ−1 − 1 = 9. We also
have σ < 9e−a0ε

α
0 = 9e−1/10 ≈ 8.14. So we can take ε0 = ε4 = 1/2.

9.4. Divisibility of large sets. Just as in the previous example, the result follows
from Remark 5 with Cε0 = eDε

α
0 6ε−1

0 = 12e1/10 ≈ 13.26.

9.5. Positively linked. Now we need to find a collection of δ = δ0-dense sets that
interact in a finite time N ≤ Nδ that is uniform for every pair of such intervals and
the overlaps have uniform lower bound ∆ on their measure. δ0 can be calculated
using the formulas in Section 2 and one gets δ0 ≈ 0.0134.
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Let

sH :=
1

10
+ t2 = 0.11.

Lemma 13. For every δ1 > 0 there exist Ñδ1 ∈ N∪ {0} and Γδ1 > 0 s.t. for every
interval J with m(J) ≥ δ1, there exists N ≤ Nδ1 and a subinterval JN ⊂ J such
that

(a) JN is contained in a partition element of TN .
(b) TNJN contains a partition element of T .

(c) (TN |JN )′ ≤ Γ−Nδ1 .

In fact, we can choose any s ∈ (0,min{1 − sH , 1/(δ1
√

10 + 2−1)}) and then take

Γδ1 = (sδ1)−2 and Ñδ1 the least non-negative integer such that

δ1

(
1− s

∑Ñδ1−1

j=0 sjH

)
s
Ñδ1
H

≥ 1.

Proof. Suppose J is an interval with m(J) ≥ δ1. If J contains a partition element
of T then N can be taken to be 0 and J0 to be equal to the partition element
contained in J . Also if m(J) ≥ 1 then J necessarily contains a partition element of
T and the same argument applies. So let us assume that J is an arbitrary interval
with δ1 ≤m(J) < 1 and it does not contain a partition element of T . Set s = 0.6.
Let Ks(k) = (k − sδ1, k), ∀k ∈ N, and let Ks =

⋃
k∈NKs(k). Ks is the union of

one-sided intervals of length sδ1 where T ′ is unbounded at the right endpoint of
each interval. J \Ks is a union of at most two intervals and

m(J \Ks) ≥m(J)− sδ1.
If J does not intersect Ks, then J can only contain one of the discontinuities

at k − t, where the derivative of T on its left side is ≥ 10 and on its right side
≥ 1/t2. Therefore, by Lemma 11, J contains an interval J1, which is contained in
an element of P, and

m(TJ1) ≥ m(J)

1/10 + t2
=

m(J)

sH
.

If J intersects Ks(k), then J \Ks(k) is a union of at most two intervals which
lie on the left and right of Ks(k), namely J ∩ (Oh2k

\ Ks(k)) and J ∩ Oh2k+1
.

The derivatives of T on these two sets are ≥ 10 and ≥ 1/t2. It follows, again by
Lemma 11, that J \Ks(k) contains an interval J1, which is contained in a partition
element of T , and

m(TJ1) ≥ m(J \Ks(k))

sH
≥ m(J)− sδ1

sH
.

The maximum derivative T ′ on J \Ks(k), and hence on J1, is

max{10 + 2−1, 1/(sδ1)2} = 1/(sδ1)2.

Note that if m(TJ1) ≥ 1, then TJ1 necessarily contains Oh for some h ∈ H.
Furthermore (T |J1)′ ≤ 1

(sδ1)2 . So we have proved our claim with N = 1.

If m(TJ1) < 1 and TJ1 does not contain a partition element of T , we repeat
the above argument with J replaced by TJ1. In conclusion there exists an interval
J̃2 ⊂ TJ1, which is contained in a partition element of T , and

m(T J̃2) ≥ m(TJ1)− sδ1
sH

≥
m(J)−sδ1

sH
− sδ1

sH
=

m(J)− sδ1(1 + sH)

s2
H

,

(T |J̃2
)′ ≤ 1

(sδ1)2
.
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It follows that there exists an interval J2 ⊂ J1 ⊂ J , which is contained in a
partition element of T 2, such that

m(T 2J2) ≥ m(J)− sδ1(1 + sH)

s2
H

,

(T 2|J2
)′ ≤ sup(T |TJ2

)′ sup(T |J2
)′ ≤ sup(T |J̃2

)′ sup(T |J1
)′ ≤

(
1

(sδ1)2

)2

.

By induction one can show that there exists an interval JN ⊂ J , which is con-
tained in a partition element of TN , and

m(TNJN ) ≥
m(J)− sδ1

∑N−1
j=0 sjH

sNH
≥
δ1

(
1− s

∑N−1
j=0 sjH

)
sNH

,

(TN |JN )′ ≤
(

1

(sδ1)2

)N
.

Clearly for some finite N , that does not depend on J except through δ1, we will

have m(TNJN ) ≥ 1. We assumed s < 1− sH so that 1− s
∑N−1
j=0 sjH > 0. �

Now divide X = (0,∞) into equal intervals {J} of length δ1 = δ0/3. Note that

by Lemma 13, each interval J has a further subinterval ĴN , which is contained
in a partition element of TN , and under TN covers one full partition element
Oh ∈ P. At this point one can calculate N . Recall that δ0 is calculated by
the formulas of Section 2. My calculation gives N = 3. Since for every h ∈ H,
T 2Oh ⊃ (0,∞) \ (9, 10), there is a collection of subintervals {JN ⊂ J}, each of
which is a subset of an element of PN+2 and covers (0,∞) \ (9, 10) under TN+2.
Furthermore, it is easy to choose JN so that TN+1JN does not intersect Ks. This
is needed to ensure that (TN+2)′ is bounded on JN .

Let

Nδ = N + 2 = 5.

The sub-subintervals {JN} constitute the collection QNδ and we take the overlap
set Ω = (0, ε0/3) = (0, 1/6). By Remark 11, Ω is a CX -good overlap set with
CX = 1.

• The δ-density condition is satisfied because every δ-regular set I contains
an open interval of length 2δ which in turn contains at least one interval J
of length δ/3. The interval J in turn contains an element JN of QNδ , by
construction.
• For every Q, Q̃ ∈ QNδ , TNδQ ∩ TNδQ̃ contains the interval Ω = (0, ε0/3)

by construction, and m(Ω) = ε0/3 = 1/6.
• For every Q ∈ QNδ , h ∈ HNδ with Q ⊂ Oh we have

inf
TNδQ

Jh ≥ inf
x∈Oh

1/(TNδ)′(x) ≥ (sδ1)Nδ .

Using the quantities above, with s = 0.6, we get

1− γ2 ≈ 10−29,

which leads to a 1/2–mixing time of t∗ ≈ 1029 for (a0, ε0, B0)–proper standard
pairs.

10. Example 3: A 2D example and construction of a Tower

In this section we describe a two-dimensional piecewise expanding map with
a countably infinite partition that is neither Markov nor conformal. After the
description of the map we check conditions (1)-(4). Then we proceed to induce the
2D piecewise expanding map, with exponential tails, to a Gibbs-Markov map with
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finitely many images. Statistical properties for our example can then be deduced
in a standard manner [37]. If one is interested in an explicit bound on the mixing
time of the system, one would need to also check the condition (5). We will not
pursue this route in the current example.

Suppose s ∈ (0, 1) is sufficiently small (to be determined later) and let W :=
W (s) = (1/5)

∑∞
i=1 i

−(s+1) be a normalization factor. For every integer i ≥ 2 let

Ai = (0, (5Wis+1)−1)× (0, 5−i) and define T̃i : Ai → R2 by

T̃i(x, y) =
(
5Wis+1x(1 + y), 5iy

)
Let X =

⋃
i≥2 T̃Ai, d the metric on R2 induced by the 2-norm, and m the Lebesgue

measure. Take ε1 = 2. For the current example, if A ⊂ X ⊂ R2,

∂A := clR2 A ∩ clR2(R2 \A).

This is an important difference with respect to our previous examples.
For i ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 5i let vi,j be the vector

vi,j =

(
1− 1

5W

i∑
k=1

k−(s+1), j − 1

)

and define

Oi,j = Ai + vi,j

For i = 1, and 1 ≤ j ≤ 5 let

O1,j =

{
(x, y) ∈ X :

(j − 1)

5
< y <

j

5

}
Note that the collection of open sets {Oi,j} defined as above forms a (mod 0)-

partition of X into open sets. Now we define the map T : X 	 by defining it on
each Oi,j .

If i ≥ 2, 1 ≤ j ≤ 5i and (x, y) ∈ Oi,j , then

T (x, y) = T̃i((x, y)− vi,j).

If i = 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ 5 and (x, y) ∈ O1,j then

T (x, y) =

(
(

1

5W
+

1

5
)−1(x− 1 +

1

5W
), 5(y − j + 1)

)
.

See Figure 3 for a depiction of the partition elements and the action of the map
T .

Note that, for i = 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 5 we have

DT (x, y) =

[
5W

1+W 0

0 5

]
and DT−1(x, y) =

[
1+W
5W 0
0 1

5

]
,

while for i ≥ 2 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 5i, we have

DT (x, y) =

[
5Wis+1(1 + y) 5Wis+1x

0 5i

]
and DT−1(x, y) =

[ 1
5Wis+1(1+y)

−x
5i(1+y)

0 1
5i

]
We check that T : X 	 satisfies our assumptions.
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5�i

(5Wis+1)�1

Ai

T̃i

1 + 5�i

1

1

(0, 0)
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<latexit sha1_base64="au8PXb5c1zvfTvH+M6Ma8jJwUiw=">AAAB8HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Kq13qou3QSrUBeWiSC6LLhxWcFepK01k2ba0CQzJBmhDH0KNy4UcevjuPNtTC8Lbf0h8PH/55BzThALbqzvf3uZlezq2npuI7+5tb2zW9jbr5so0ZTVaCQi3QyIYYIrVrPcCtaMNSMyEKwRDK8neeOJacMjdWdHMetI0lc85JRYZ92XLhqnD+kZHncLRb/sT4WWAc+hWMmG4SMAVLuFr3YvoolkylJBjGlhP7adlGjLqWDjfDsxLCZ0SPqs5VARyUwnnQ48RifO6aEw0u4pi6bu746USGNGMnCVktiBWcwm5n9ZK7HhVSflKk4sU3T2UZgIZCM02R71uGbUipEDQjV3syI6IJpQ626Ud0fAiysvQ/28jP0yvsXFyjHMlINDOIISYLiECtxAFWpAQcIzvMKbp70X7937mJVmvHnPAfyR9/kDK6SQtA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yAF7nDhsvFeFVdEgJzCVhmydn9s=">AAAB8HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1Kq1/lVduglWoS4sE0F0WXDjsoL9kbaWTJppQ5PMkGSEMvQp3LhQxK2P4863MZ12odUDgY9z7iX33iAW3Fjf//JyK/nVtfXCRnFza3tnt7S33zRRoilr0EhEuh0QwwRXrGG5Fawda0ZkIFgrGF/P8tYj04ZH6s5OYtaTZKh4yCmxzrqvXLROH9IzPO2Xyn7Vz4T+Al5AuZYPM9X7pc/uIKKJZMpSQYzpYD+2vZRoy6lg02I3MSwmdEyGrONQEclML80GnqIT5wxQGGn3lEWZ+7MjJdKYiQxcpSR2ZJazmflf1klseNVLuYoTyxSdfxQmAtkIzbZHA64ZtWLigFDN3ayIjogm1LobFd0R8PLKf6F5XsV+Fd/icu0Y5irAIRxBBTBcQg1uoA4NoCDhCV7g1dPes/fmvc9Lc96i5wB+yfv4BsyPkew=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="yAF7nDhsvFeFVdEgJzCVhmydn9s=">AAAB8HicbZDNSgMxFIXv1Kq1/lVduglWoS4sE0F0WXDjsoL9kbaWTJppQ5PMkGSEMvQp3LhQxK2P4863MZ12odUDgY9z7iX33iAW3Fjf//JyK/nVtfXCRnFza3tnt7S33zRRoilr0EhEuh0QwwRXrGG5Fawda0ZkIFgrGF/P8tYj04ZH6s5OYtaTZKh4yCmxzrqvXLROH9IzPO2Xyn7Vz4T+Al5AuZYPM9X7pc/uIKKJZMpSQYzpYD+2vZRoy6lg02I3MSwmdEyGrONQEclML80GnqIT5wxQGGn3lEWZ+7MjJdKYiQxcpSR2ZJazmflf1klseNVLuYoTyxSdfxQmAtkIzbZHA64ZtWLigFDN3ayIjogm1LobFd0R8PLKf6F5XsV+Fd/icu0Y5irAIRxBBTBcQg1uoA4NoCDhCV7g1dPes/fmvc9Lc96i5wB+yfv4BsyPkew=</latexit>

(1, 0)
<latexit sha1_base64="nLdU5rNrTnXn8TH9dBL6/7XYr8I=">AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1qXboJFaEHKpBtdFty4rOC0QjuUTJppQ5PMkGSEMvQZ3LhQxK0P5M63Mb0stPWHwMf/n0POOVEquLG+/+0VtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/JppWOSTFMW0EQk+jEihgmuWGC5Fewx1YzISLBuNLmd590npg1P1IOdpiyUZKR4zCmxzgpq+MqvD8pVv+EvhDYBr6DaqvTr4NQelL/6w4RmkilLBTGmh/3UhjnRllPBZqV+ZlhK6ISMWM+hIpKZMF8MO0OXzhmiONHuKYsW7u+OnEhjpjJylZLYsVnP5uZ/WS+z8U2Yc5Vmlim6/CjOBLIJmm+OhlwzasXUAaGau1kRHRNNqHX3Kbkj4PWVN6HTbGC/ge9xtdWEpYpwDhdQAwzX0II7aEMAFDg8wyu8ecp78d69j2VpwVv1nMEfeZ8/M5SOTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gffqXCSsZFZ7sDDv+2/s1WymuZE=">AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VuvSTbAIFaRMutFlwY3LCk5b6Awlk2ba0ExmSDJCGfoM3bhQxK0P4iO480Hcm14W2vpD4OP/zyHnnDAVXBvX/XI2Nre2d3YLe8X9g8Oj49JJuaWTTFHm0UQkqhMSzQSXzDPcCNZJFSNxKFg7HN3O8vYjU5on8sGMUxbEZCB5xCkx1vKq+Mq97JUqbs2dC60DXkKlUfar3x9Tv9krffr9hGYxk4YKonUXu6kJcqIMp4JNin6mWUroiAxY16IkMdNBPh92gi6s00dRouyTBs3d3x05ibUex6GtjIkZ6tVsZv6XdTMT3QQ5l2lmmKSLj6JMIJOg2eaozxWjRowtEKq4nRXRIVGEGnufoj0CXl15HVr1GnZr+B5XGnVYqABncA5VwHANDbiDJnhAgcMUnuHFkc6T8+q8LUo3nGXPKfyR8/4DuSSQ7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gffqXCSsZFZ7sDDv+2/s1WymuZE=">AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VuvSTbAIFaRMutFlwY3LCk5b6Awlk2ba0ExmSDJCGfoM3bhQxK0P4iO480Hcm14W2vpD4OP/zyHnnDAVXBvX/XI2Nre2d3YLe8X9g8Oj49JJuaWTTFHm0UQkqhMSzQSXzDPcCNZJFSNxKFg7HN3O8vYjU5on8sGMUxbEZCB5xCkx1vKq+Mq97JUqbs2dC60DXkKlUfar3x9Tv9krffr9hGYxk4YKonUXu6kJcqIMp4JNin6mWUroiAxY16IkMdNBPh92gi6s00dRouyTBs3d3x05ibUex6GtjIkZ6tVsZv6XdTMT3QQ5l2lmmKSLj6JMIJOg2eaozxWjRowtEKq4nRXRIVGEGnufoj0CXl15HVr1GnZr+B5XGnVYqABncA5VwHANDbiDJnhAgcMUnuHFkc6T8+q8LUo3nGXPKfyR8/4DuSSQ7w==</latexit>

(0, 1)
<latexit sha1_base64="gVDrahAgefXc2VxiHmT/e6i13IU=">AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Futt1qXboJFaEHKpBtdFty4rOC0QjuUTJppQ5PMkGSEMvQZ3LhQxK0P5M63Mb0stPWHwMf/n0POOVEquLG+/+0VtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/JppWOSTFMW0EQk+jEihgmuWGC5Fewx1YzISLBuNLmd590npg1P1IOdpiyUZKR4zCmxzgpq/hWuD8pVv+EvhDYBr6DaqvTr4NQelL/6w4RmkilLBTGmh/3UhjnRllPBZqV+ZlhK6ISMWM+hIpKZMF8MO0OXzhmiONHuKYsW7u+OnEhjpjJylZLYsVnP5uZ/WS+z8U2Yc5Vmlim6/CjOBLIJmm+OhlwzasXUAaGau1kRHRNNqHX3Kbkj4PWVN6HTbGC/ge9xtdWEpYpwDhdQAwzX0II7aEMAFDg8wyu8ecp78d69j2VpwVv1nMEfeZ8/M5KOTg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="avMvelpZ/Bbx/uECE/H4s32fBAI=">AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VuvSTbAIFaRMutFlwY3LCk5b6Awlk2ba0ExmSDJCGfoM3bhQxK0P4iO480Hcm14W2vpD4OP/zyHnnDAVXBvX/XI2Nre2d3YLe8X9g8Oj49JJuaWTTFHm0UQkqhMSzQSXzDPcCNZJFSNxKFg7HN3O8vYjU5on8sGMUxbEZCB5xCkx1vKq7hW+7JUqbs2dC60DXkKlUfar3x9Tv9krffr9hGYxk4YKonUXu6kJcqIMp4JNin6mWUroiAxY16IkMdNBPh92gi6s00dRouyTBs3d3x05ibUex6GtjIkZ6tVsZv6XdTMT3QQ5l2lmmKSLj6JMIJOg2eaozxWjRowtEKq4nRXRIVGEGnufoj0CXl15HVr1GnZr+B5XGnVYqABncA5VwHANDbiDJnhAgcMUnuHFkc6T8+q8LUo3nGXPKfyR8/4DuSKQ7w==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="avMvelpZ/Bbx/uECE/H4s32fBAI=">AAAB7HicbZDLSgMxFIbPeK31VuvSTbAIFaRMutFlwY3LCk5b6Awlk2ba0ExmSDJCGfoM3bhQxK0P4iO480Hcm14W2vpD4OP/zyHnnDAVXBvX/XI2Nre2d3YLe8X9g8Oj49JJuaWTTFHm0UQkqhMSzQSXzDPcCNZJFSNxKFg7HN3O8vYjU5on8sGMUxbEZCB5xCkx1vKq7hW+7JUqbs2dC60DXkKlUfar3x9Tv9krffr9hGYxk4YKonUXu6kJcqIMp4JNin6mWUroiAxY16IkMdNBPh92gi6s00dRouyTBs3d3x05ibUex6GtjIkZ6tVsZv6XdTMT3QQ5l2lmmKSLj6JMIJOg2eaozxWjRowtEKq4nRXRIVGEGnufoj0CXl15HVr1GnZr+B5XGnVYqABncA5VwHANDbiDJnhAgcMUnuHFkc6T8+q8LUo3nGXPKfyR8/4DuSKQ7w==</latexit>

5�2
<latexit sha1_base64="rUq1uJ3dKFPrQ6+eSggtTrmEN7c=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Fsdb1WXboJFcGOZKYhuxIIblxXsBdqxZNJMG5tJhiQjlKHgI7hxoYhbH8H3cOfbmF4W2vpD4OP/zyHnnDDhTBvP+3ZyS8srq2v5dXdjc2t7p7C7V9cyVYTWiORSNUOsKWeC1gwznDYTRXEcctoIB1fjvPFAlWZS3JphQoMY9wSLGMHGWvXTu+ykPOoUil7Jmwgtgj+D4uWne/EIANVO4avdlSSNqTCEY61bvpeYIMPKMMLpyG2nmiaYDHCPtiwKHFMdZJNpR+jIOl0USWWfMGji/u7IcKz1MA5tZYxNX89nY/O/rJWa6DzImEhSQwWZfhSlHBmJxqujLlOUGD60gIlidlZE+lhhYuyBXHsEf37lRaiXS75X8m/8YqUMU+XhAA7hGHw4gwpcQxVqQOAenuAFXh3pPDtvzvu0NOfMevbhj5yPHygLkEo=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FaG1bYxmz8fuaCw1MnXorTUhXBg=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Fsdb1WXboJFcGOZKYhuxIIblxXsBdqxZNJMG5tJhiQjlKHv4MaFIm5c+Ai+hxvxbUxbF9r6Q+Dj/88h55ww4Uwbz/tycguLS8sr+VV3bX1jc6uwvVPXMlWE1ojkUjVDrClngtYMM5w2E0VxHHLaCAcX47xxR5VmUlybYUKDGPcEixjBxlr145vsqDzqFIpeyZsIzYP/A8Xzd/csef10q53CR7srSRpTYQjHWrd8LzFBhpVhhNOR2041TTAZ4B5tWRQ4pjrIJtOO0IF1uiiSyj5h0MT93ZHhWOthHNrKGJu+ns3G5n9ZKzXRaZAxkaSGCjL9KEo5MhKNV0ddpigxfGgBE8XsrIj0scLE2AO59gj+7MrzUC+XfK/kX/nFShmmysMe7MMh+HACFbiEKtSAwC3cwyM8OdJ5cJ6dl2lpzvnp2YU/ct6+ARmakb4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="FaG1bYxmz8fuaCw1MnXorTUhXBg=">AAAB7XicbZDLSgMxFIbP1Fsdb1WXboJFcGOZKYhuxIIblxXsBdqxZNJMG5tJhiQjlKHv4MaFIm5c+Ai+hxvxbUxbF9r6Q+Dj/88h55ww4Uwbz/tycguLS8sr+VV3bX1jc6uwvVPXMlWE1ojkUjVDrClngtYMM5w2E0VxHHLaCAcX47xxR5VmUlybYUKDGPcEixjBxlr145vsqDzqFIpeyZsIzYP/A8Xzd/csef10q53CR7srSRpTYQjHWrd8LzFBhpVhhNOR2041TTAZ4B5tWRQ4pjrIJtOO0IF1uiiSyj5h0MT93ZHhWOthHNrKGJu+ns3G5n9ZKzXRaZAxkaSGCjL9KEo5MhKNV0ddpigxfGgBE8XsrIj0scLE2AO59gj+7MrzUC+XfK/kX/nFShmmysMe7MMh+HACFbiEKtSAwC3cwyM8OdJ5cJ6dl2lpzvnp2YU/ct6+ARmakb4=</latexit>

O1,1
<latexit sha1_base64="a7dWwphBfU3JE4vPlORcPdzM9os=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbPeGutt6pLN8EquJAycaPLATe6soK9QDuUTJppQzPJkGSEMvQh3LhQxK3P4869D2J6WWjrD4GP/z+HnHOiVHBjff/LW1ldW98oFDdLW9s7u3vl/YOGUZmmrE6VULoVEcMEl6xuuRWslWpGkkiwZjS8nuTNR6YNV/LBjlIWJqQvecwpsc5q3nVzfI7H3XLFr/pToWXAc6gEhdvvAABq3fJnp6doljBpqSDGtLGf2jAn2nIq2LjUyQxLCR2SPms7lCRhJsyn447RqXN6KFbaPWnR1P3dkZPEmFESucqE2IFZzCbmf1k7s/FVmHOZZpZJOvsozgSyCk12Rz2uGbVi5IBQzd2siA6IJtS6C5XcEfDiysvQuKhiv4rvcSU4gZmKcATHcAYYLiGAG6hBHSgM4Qle4NVLvWfvzXufla54855D+CPv4weuK5CH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0OI2exfk/RvFSkGx7JHHYD1HNQw=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1EtrvVVduglWwYWUSTe6LOhCV23BXqAdSibNtKGZzJBkhDL0Idy4UESXPo879z6I6WWhrT8EPv7/HHLO8WPBtXHdLyeztr6xmc1t5bd3dvf2CweHTR0lirIGjUSk2j7RTHDJGoYbwdqxYiT0BWv5o+tp3npgSvNI3ptxzLyQDCQPOCXGWq1qL8UXeNIrFN2SOxNaBbyAYiV79119r9/UeoXPbj+iScikoYJo3cFubLyUKMOpYJN8N9EsJnREBqxjUZKQaS+djTtBZ9bpoyBS9kmDZu7vjpSEWo9D31aGxAz1cjY1/8s6iQmuvJTLODFM0vlHQSKQidB0d9TnilEjxhYIVdzOiuiQKEKNvVDeHgEvr7wKzXIJuyVcx8XKKcyVg2M4gXPAcAkVuIUaNIDCCB7hGV6c2HlyXp23eWnGWfQcwR85Hz9fm5HL</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0OI2exfk/RvFSkGx7JHHYD1HNQw=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1EtrvVVduglWwYWUSTe6LOhCV23BXqAdSibNtKGZzJBkhDL0Idy4UESXPo879z6I6WWhrT8EPv7/HHLO8WPBtXHdLyeztr6xmc1t5bd3dvf2CweHTR0lirIGjUSk2j7RTHDJGoYbwdqxYiT0BWv5o+tp3npgSvNI3ptxzLyQDCQPOCXGWq1qL8UXeNIrFN2SOxNaBbyAYiV79119r9/UeoXPbj+iScikoYJo3cFubLyUKMOpYJN8N9EsJnREBqxjUZKQaS+djTtBZ9bpoyBS9kmDZu7vjpSEWo9D31aGxAz1cjY1/8s6iQmuvJTLODFM0vlHQSKQidB0d9TnilEjxhYIVdzOiuiQKEKNvVDeHgEvr7wKzXIJuyVcx8XKKcyVg2M4gXPAcAkVuIUaNIDCCB7hGV6c2HlyXp23eWnGWfQcwR85Hz9fm5HL</latexit>

O1,2
<latexit sha1_base64="xg24k/Vz+494R6z32Zz3UHR7hWQ=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1EtrvVVduglWwYWUSTe6HHCjKyvYC7RDyaSZNjSTGZKMUIY+hBsXirj1edy590FMO11o6w+Bj/8/h5xzgkRwbVz3yymsrW9sFktb5e2d3b39ysFhS8epoqxJYxGrTkA0E1yypuFGsE6iGIkCwdrB+HqWtx+Z0jyWD2aSMD8iQ8lDTomxVvuun+GL+rRfqbo1dy60CngBVa94++0BQKNf+ewNYppGTBoqiNZd7CbGz4gynAo2LfdSzRJCx2TIuhYliZj2s/m4U3RmnQEKY2WfNGju/u7ISKT1JApsZUTMSC9nM/O/rJua8MrPuExSwyTNPwpTgUyMZrujAVeMGjGxQKjidlZER0QRauyFyvYIeHnlVWjVa9it4Xtc9U4hVwmO4QTOAcMleHADDWgChTE8wQu8Oonz7Lw573lpwVn0HMEfOR8/r7CQiA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9P0+1lB4Me5od5HuGcz5vI2NDUs=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1EtrvVVduglWwYWUSTe6LOhCV23BXqAdSibNtKGZzJBkhDL0Idy4UESXPo879z6I6WWhrT8EPv7/HHLO8WPBtXHdLyeztr6xmc1t5bd3dvf2CweHTR0lirIGjUSk2j7RTHDJGoYbwdqxYiT0BWv5o+tp3npgSvNI3ptxzLyQDCQPOCXGWq1qL8UX5UmvUHRL7kxoFfACipXs3Xf1vX5T6xU+u/2IJiGThgqidQe7sfFSogyngk3y3USzmNARGbCORUlCpr10Nu4EnVmnj4JI2ScNmrm/O1ISaj0OfVsZEjPUy9nU/C/rJCa48lIu48QwSecfBYlAJkLT3VGfK0aNGFsgVHE7K6JDogg19kJ5ewS8vPIqNMsl7JZwHRcrpzBXDo7hBM4BwyVU4BZq0AAKI3iEZ3hxYufJeXXe5qUZZ9FzBH/kfPwAYSCRzA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9P0+1lB4Me5od5HuGcz5vI2NDUs=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1EtrvVVduglWwYWUSTe6LOhCV23BXqAdSibNtKGZzJBkhDL0Idy4UESXPo879z6I6WWhrT8EPv7/HHLO8WPBtXHdLyeztr6xmc1t5bd3dvf2CweHTR0lirIGjUSk2j7RTHDJGoYbwdqxYiT0BWv5o+tp3npgSvNI3ptxzLyQDCQPOCXGWq1qL8UX5UmvUHRL7kxoFfACipXs3Xf1vX5T6xU+u/2IJiGThgqidQe7sfFSogyngk3y3USzmNARGbCORUlCpr10Nu4EnVmnj4JI2ScNmrm/O1ISaj0OfVsZEjPUy9nU/C/rJCa48lIu48QwSecfBYlAJkLT3VGfK0aNGFsgVHE7K6JDogg19kJ5ewS8vPIqNMsl7JZwHRcrpzBXDo7hBM4BwyVU4BZq0AAKI3iEZ3hxYufJeXXe5qUZZ9FzBH/kfPwAYSCRzA==</latexit>

O1,5
<latexit sha1_base64="ZwfVXf/6I4Ofc2p+5Jdp4rWE5cE=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1EtrvVVduglWwYWUiSC6HHCjKyvYC7RDyaSZNjSTGZKMUIY+hBsXirj1edy590FMp11o6w+Bj/8/h5xzgkRwbVz3yymsrK6tF0sb5c2t7Z3dyt5+U8epoqxBYxGrdkA0E1yyhuFGsHaiGIkCwVrB6Hqatx6Z0jyWD2acMD8iA8lDTomxVuuul+Gzi0mvUnVrbi60DHgOVa94++0BQL1X+ez2Y5pGTBoqiNYd7CbGz4gynAo2KXdTzRJCR2TAOhYliZj2s3zcCTqxTh+FsbJPGpS7vzsyEmk9jgJbGREz1IvZ1Pwv66QmvPIzLpPUMElnH4WpQCZG091RnytGjRhbIFRxOyuiQ6IINfZCZXsEvLjyMjTPa9it4Xtc9Y5hphIcwhGcAoZL8OAG6tAACiN4ghd4dRLn2Xlz3melBWfecwB/5Hz8ALQ/kIs=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K+D/7G3YPaGUNu9Z8h5Zw3A3g88=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1EtrvVVduglWwYWUiSC6LOhCV23BXqAdSibNtKGZzJBkhDL0Idy4UESXPo879z6I6WWhrT8EPv7/HHLO8WPBtXHdLyezsrq2ns1t5De3tnd2C3v7DR0lirI6jUSkWj7RTHDJ6oYbwVqxYiT0BWv6w+tJ3nxgSvNI3ptRzLyQ9CUPOCXGWs1KN8VnF+NuoeiW3KnQMuA5FMvZu+/Ke+2m2i18dnoRTUImDRVE6zZ2Y+OlRBlOBRvnO4lmMaFD0mdti5KETHvpdNwxOrFODwWRsk8aNHV/d6Qk1HoU+rYyJGagF7OJ+V/WTkxw5aVcxolhks4+ChKBTIQmu6MeV4waMbJAqOJ2VkQHRBFq7IXy9gh4ceVlaJyXsFvCNVwsH8NMOTiEIzgFDJdQhluoQh0oDOERnuHFiZ0n59V5m5VmnHnPAfyR8/EDZa+Rzw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K+D/7G3YPaGUNu9Z8h5Zw3A3g88=">AAAB7nicbZDLSgMxFIbP1EtrvVVduglWwYWUiSC6LOhCV23BXqAdSibNtKGZzJBkhDL0Idy4UESXPo879z6I6WWhrT8EPv7/HHLO8WPBtXHdLyezsrq2ns1t5De3tnd2C3v7DR0lirI6jUSkWj7RTHDJ6oYbwVqxYiT0BWv6w+tJ3nxgSvNI3ptRzLyQ9CUPOCXGWs1KN8VnF+NuoeiW3KnQMuA5FMvZu+/Ke+2m2i18dnoRTUImDRVE6zZ2Y+OlRBlOBRvnO4lmMaFD0mdti5KETHvpdNwxOrFODwWRsk8aNHV/d6Qk1HoU+rYyJGagF7OJ+V/WTkxw5aVcxolhks4+ChKBTIQmu6MeV4waMbJAqOJ2VkQHRBFq7IXy9gh4ceVlaJyXsFvCNVwsH8NMOTiEIzgFDJdQhluoQh0oDOERnuHFiZ0n59V5m5VmnHnPAfyR8/EDZa+Rzw==</latexit>

O1,4
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Figure 3. Objects related to the definition of T .

10.1. Uniform expansion. Consider T iOi,j for some i ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤ 5i. For
every z1, z2 ∈ T iOi,j the line segment joining z1 and z2 is contained in T iOi,j .
Therefore, by the mean value inequality we have, ∀z1, z2 ∈ T iOi,j ,

‖h(z2)− h(z1)‖2 ≤
√
d ‖h(z2)− h(z1)‖0 ≤

√
d sup
z∈T iOi,j

‖Dh(z)‖0 ‖z2 − z1‖0

≤
√

2 sup
h(z)∈Oi,j

∥∥DT−1(h(z))
∥∥

0
‖z2 − z1‖2

≤ Λi,j ‖z2 − z1‖2 ,

where ‖·‖0 denotes the sup-norm and

Λ1,j =
√

2 max

{
1

5
,

1 +W

5W

}
, 1 ≤ j ≤ 5

Λi,j =
√

2 max

{
1

5i
,

1

5Wis+1
+

1

5i

}
, i ≥ 2, 1 ≤ j ≤ 5i.

Now we fix s small enough so that W = W (s) > 10. Then, Λ1,j ≤ (1.1
√

2)/5 and

Λi,j ≤ i−(s+1)/20 ≤ 1/10, ∀i ≥ 2, 1 ≤ j ≤ 5i. Therefore we can take Λ = (1.1
√

2)/5.
Note that we can take ε2 =∞.

10.2. Bounded distortion. Suppose z1, z2 ∈ T iOi,j for some i ≥ 1 and 1 ≤ j ≤
5i. Suppose h(z1) = (x1, y1) and h(z2) = (x2, y2). We have
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Jh(z1) = |detDT−1(h(z1))| = 1

5i+1Wis+1(1 + y1)
,

Jh(z2) =
1

5i+1Wis+1(1 + y2)
.

Therefore

|ln Jh(z1)

Jh(z2)
| = |ln(1 + y2)− ln(1 + y1)| ≤ C ‖z1 − z2‖2 ,

where C = supy 1/(1 + y) ≤ 1. So comparing to (2.1), we can take, ε3 =∞, D̃ = 1
and α = 1.

10.3. Complexity. We need to check that there exists ε4 > 0 such that for every
open set I, diam I ≤ ε4 and ε < ε4,∑

{h∈H:m(I∩Oh)>0}

m(h(∂εT (I ∩Oh)) \ ∂ΛεI)

m(∂ΛεI)
≤ σ < (Λ−1 − 1). (10.1)

Recall that in this section by ∂A we mean the boundary in R2 (not in X).
In order to estimate each term of the complexity expression we need to map

the set I ∩Oh forward, consider its ε-boundary and map it back using the inverse
branch h. Since in our example, each branch can be extended to the boundary
in the sense of Remark 4, it is clear that after pulling back, we get a set which
is contained in the Λhε-boundary of I ∩ Oh. However, this is not enough for our
purposes, because there are exponentially many horizontal boundaries and Λh =
Λi,j only decreases polynomially (in i). So we need to estimate the contributions
from horizontal boundaries more carefully. This can be done using the fact that in
our example horizontal boundaries of Oh map to horizontal boundaries of X and T
is a skew-product that contracts vertical distances by an exponential factor. Hence
the contribution from each horizontal boundary is exponentially small. Note that
the skew-product nature of T is crucially used here.

Let us now formally describe how to estimate m(h(∂εT (I ∩ Oh)) \ ∂ΛεI). First
we describe how to split the set h(∂εT (I ∩ Oh) so that we can take advantage of
the exponential contraction in the vertical direction. Recall that by Remark 4,

∂T (I ∩Oh)) ⊂ T∂(I ∩Oh).

Also, it is a fact that

∂(I ∩Oh) ⊂ (∂I ∩ clOh) ∪ (cl I ∩ ∂Oh).

It follows that

∂εT (I ∩Oh) = {y ∈ T (I ∩Oh) : d(y, ∂T (I ∩Oh) < ε}
⊂ {y ∈ T (I ∩Oh) : d(y, T (∂I ∩ clOh) ∪ T (cl I ∩ ∂Oh)) < ε}
⊂ {y ∈ T (I ∩Oh) : d(y, T (∂I ∩ clOh)) < ε}∪

{y ∈ T (I ∩Oh) : d(y, T (cl I ∩ ∂Oh)) < ε}.
(10.2)

The second term of the right-hand side can further be split into two horizontal and
two vertical parts. We would like to obtain a better estimate on the horizontal
parts and the following lemma serves this purpose.

Lemma 14. Suppose h ∈ Hn is an inverse branch and H1
h is the bottom horizontal

boundary of Oh. Then

{x ∈ I ∩Oh : d(Tx, T (cl I ∩H1
h)) < ε} ⊂ {x ∈ I ∩Oh : d(x, cl I ∩H1

h) < 5−nε}.
(10.3)
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Proof. This follows from the fact that T (cl I ∩Hh) is contained in a horizontal line
(bottom edge of X) and that h ∈ Hn contract vertical distances by a factor of
5−n. �

Suppose H2
h, V

1
h , V

2
h are the top, left and right boundaries of the rectangle Oh.

It follows from (10.2), (10.3) and condition (1) that

h(∂εT (I ∩Oh)) ⊂ {x ∈ I ∩Oh : d(Tx, T (∂I ∩ clOh)) < ε}

∪ {x ∈ I ∩Oh : d(Tx, T (cl I ∩H1,2
h )) < ε}

∪ {x ∈ I ∩Oh : d(Tx, T (cl I ∩ V 1,2
h )) < ε}

⊂ {x ∈ I ∩Oh : d(x, ∂I ∩ clOh) < Λhε}

∪ {x ∈ I ∩Oh : d(x, cl I ∩H1,2
h ) < 5−nε}

∪ {x ∈ I ∩Oh : d(x, cl I ∩ V 1,2
h ) < Λhε}.

(10.4)

Now that we have isolated the exponential contribution of horizontal boundaries,
we are almost ready to estimate m(h(∂εT (I ∩Oh)) \ ∂ΛεI). We just need one last
ingredient – a lemma from [5].

Lemma 15 (Sublemma C.1 of [5]). Suppose I is a non-empty measurable bounded
subset of the plane and E is a straight line cutting I into left and right parts Il and
Ir. Then ∀ε ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ ξ ≤ 1, we have

m({x ∈ Il : d(x,E) ≤ ξε} \ {x ∈ I : d(x, ∂I) ≤ ε}) ≤
ξm({x ∈ Ir : d(x, ∂I) ≤ ε}).

(10.5)

Proof of eq. (10.1). Consider a set I of diam I ≤ ε4, where ε4 is sufficiently small
and will be determined shortly. By a corner point we mean a point at which more
than two (i.e. three or four) partition elements meet.

We consider two cases:

(1) cl I contains at most one corner point.

I
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I
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Figure 4. Case 1: the open set I and boundaries of partition
elements (solid lines). The dashed line is the continuation of the
horizontal line segment that ends inside I.

In this case at the corner point we have one vertical line and one horizontal
line intersecting (Figure 4). We continue each line smoothly until it intersects the
boundary of I.

This way we get two lines that intersect I completely and it follows from (10.5)
that each one contributes at most as much as the corresponding boundary of I. So,
recalling (10.4), the overal contribution of such boundaries (one straight vertical
line and one straight horizontal line) is

≤ 2m(∂ΛεI)

m(∂ΛεI)
= 2.

So the condition (10.1) is satisfied.
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(2) cl I contains two or more corner points.
In this case the smaller the diameter of I, the closer it must be to the line of

accumulation of {Oi,j}. So I may intersect only Oi,j for sufficiently large i ≥ i0.
In this case the set I can intersect infinitely many singularity lines (lines consisting
of boundaries of partition elements). Our singularity lines are of two types: the
vertical lines which cross through I; the horizontal lines infinitely many of which
may terminate inside I. Please recall (10.4) showing how the vertical and horizontal
singularity lines contribute to the complexity expression.
(2.1) Vertical strips.

Figure 5. Case 2.1: the open set I and infinitely many vertical
singularity lines crossing it. Each line consists of pieces of bound-
aries of partition elements. The horizontal singularity lines are not
shown in the figure to prevent clutter.

In this case, using Lemma 15 with ξ = Λn/Λ and ε replaced by Λε, the complexity
expression is bounded by

≤
m(∂ΛεI)

∑∞
n=i0

Λn/Λ

m(∂ΛεI)
= Λ−1

∞∑
n=i0

Λn, (10.6)

where Λn := sup1≤j≤5n Λn,j .

Since
∑∞
n=1 Λn < ∞, the above expression can be made arbitrarily small by

making i0 sufficiently large. In turn, i0 can be made arbitrarily large by choosing
ε4 sufficiently small. So by choosing ε4 sufficiently small we can make (10.6) smaller
than the contribution of case 1 where I contains at most one corner point.
(2.2) Horizontal strips. Let BI be a ball such that I ⊂ BI and diamBI = diam I.
The horizontal strips (horizontal singularity lines and their Λhε-boundaries) that
intersect BI are strips of variable width around straight horizontal lines {Hk,j}
that go all the way across BI or terminate inside BI on a vertical singularity line
Vk. Let {Hi0,j}

N2

j=N1
be the collection of horizontal segments that terminate on the

rightmost vertical line Vi0 that intersects BI . Consider a uniform strip of width
5−i0ε around each Hi0,j , j = N1(i0), . . . , N2(i0). The measure of these large strips
of uniform width bounds the measure of all the Horizontal strips that intersect
BI . This is because the original strips have variable width (their widths decrease
exponentially as they approach the accumulation line of partition elements. See
Figure 6 which depicts how the smaller strips of variable width can be combined to
form a large strip of fixed width. In the figure it is assumed that the map is doubling
in the vertical direction just for the clarity of the figure. We must point out that
to make this argument rigorous one needs to imitate the proof of Lemma 15. This
is not difficult so we omit the technical details.

The measure of each such “effective strip” is at most as much as 5−i0/Λ times
the Λε-boundary of I by Lemma 15. So the measure of all the horizontal strips is
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Figure 6. Case 2.2: Merging horizontal boundaries of segments
that terminate inside I.

bounded by

≤ (N2(i0)−N1(i0))(5−i0/Λ)m(∂ΛεI),

where (N2(i0) − N1(i0)) ≤ C diam(BI)5i0 since there are 5i0 equally spaced hor-
izontal singularity lines that cross X and terminate on Vi0 . So in this case the
complexity expression is bounded by

≤ C diam(BI)Λ−1m(∂ΛεI)

m(∂ΛεI)
≤ CΛ−1 diam(BI)

Clearly this quantity can also be made arbitrarily small by choosing ε4 sufficiently
small.

�

Now we check hypothesis (4) and conclude that the growth lemma holds. Then
we proceed to induce T , with exponential tails, to a Gibbs-Markov map with finitely
many images.

10.4. Divisibility of large sets. This condition follows from Remark 5. Recall
that distortion bound holds for ε3 =∞.

10.5. Inducing partition. In this subsection we check conditions (7) and (8)
simultaneously.

Proof of conditions (7) and (8). Let c = 0.01 and let S = {Sj}j denote a grid of
open squares in R2 whose elements have sides parallel to the horizontal and vertical
axes and have side-length cδ0. Let R = {S ∩ X : S ∈ S}. Since X is a bounded
subset of R2, R has only finitely many elements.

Item (1) of (7) holds by direct calculation. Indeed, m(∂εR) ≤ 4εcδ0 for every
R ∈ R, except for elements R = S ∩X where S intersects the right boundary of X.
This boundary is Lipschitz so m(∂εR) ≤ (4 + L0)εcδ0, where L0 is the Lipschitz
constant.

Before we prove item (2) and item (3) of (7), let us remark that since the
partition R is finite, it suffices to prove these statements with a choice of constants
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cR, CR > 0 that depend on the partition element R ∈ R because we can then choose
cR = min{cR : R ∈ R} and CR = max{CR : R ∈ R}.

To prove item (2) of (7), suppose I ⊂ X is a δ0-regular set. Then it contains
a ball BR2(x, δ0) of radius δ0. Let S ∈ S be a square containing the center of the
ball BR2(x, δ0), possibly on its boundary. Since diamS < cδ0, S ⊂ BR2(x, cδ0).
Therefore R := S ∩X ⊂ BR2(x, cδ0) ⊂ I. To see (7.5), note that ∃cR ∈ (0, 1) such
that

m(BR2(x, cδ0)) < (1− cR)m(BR2(x, δ0)).

Therefore,

m(R) ≤m(BR2(x, cδ0)) < (1− cR)m(BR2(x, δ0)) ≤ (1− cR)m(I).

It follows that m(I \R) ≥ cRm(I). (7.6) holds as a consequence of Lemma 15 since
R has at most four sides that lie in X and each one can be continued as a straight
line to cross I and the ε-boundary of each contributes as much as the ε-boundary
of I, so m(∂ε(I \R) \ ∂εI) ≤ 4m(∂εI).

Now let us show item (3) of (7). Let L denote the left vertical side of X on
which partition elements {Oi,j} of T accumulate. Let Z ∈ R be an open rectangle
that contains (perhaps on its boundary) the midpoint l0 of the segment L. Since
η = 1/6 and δ0 ≤ ε0, we have diamZ ≤ cδ0 ≤ ηε0, so (7.7) is satisfied. Let
Z ′ = BR2(l0, 2cδ0), then (7.13) and (7.14) of (8) are also satisfied.

To check (7.8), suppose I ⊂ X is a δ0-regular set and BR2(x, δ0) ⊂ I. There
exists a translation Zv′ = Z + v′ of Z such that Zv′ ⊂ BR2(x, cδ0) ⊂ I. Indeed one
can take v′ to be the vector that translates l0 ∈ clZ to x, the center of the ball
BR2(x, δ0) ⊂ I. Note that, by a similar argument to the proof of (7.5), ∃cZ ∈ (0, 1)
s.t. m(I \Zv′) ≥ cZm(I). Now since m(I \Z) ≥m(I)−m(Z) = m(I)−m(Zv′) =
m(I \ Zv′), it follows that m(I \ Z) ≥ cZm(I) hence (7.8) is satisfied.

The proof of (7.9) is similar to the proof of (7.6).
As for (7.10), we can show the stronger statement that TZ ⊃ Z. Indeed, since

Z is a rectangle (of positive side-lengths) bordering L and partition elements of T
accumulate on L, it is easy to see that there exists i0 ∈ N such that ∀i ≥ i0 there
exists 1 ≤ j = j(i) ≤ 5i such that Z contains the sets Oi,j+k, ∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 5}.
In particular, if we let j0 := j(i0) and Q1 = {Oi0,j0+k}5k=1, then TZ ⊃

⋃
O∈Q1

TO.

Since
⋃
O∈Q1

TO = X in our example, it follows that TZ ⊃ Z hence (7.10) is
satisfied.

It remains to finish the proof of item (3) of (8). Note that any finite sub-
collection of

⋃
i≥i0{Oi,j(i)+k}

5
k=1 meets the requirements for PZ and the proof of

(7.15) is again similar to the proof of (7.6). �
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